
mal und das Seilfeld verdreht sich nicht. Dem Kranfah-
rer wird beste Sicht auf Last, Schiff und Kaianlage ge-
boten. Der Tukan nimmt die Last schnell und äußerst 
präzise auf, um sie in kürzester Zeit wieder punktgenau 
abzusetzen – einfacher kann es für einen Kranfahrer 
nicht sein.

DER TUKAN SPART KOSTEN
Ardelt hat einen weiteren Clou in das Tukan-Konzept 
integriert: das Gegenmasseausgleichsystem. Das vier-
teilige Auslegersystem wird mit einer beweglichen 
Gegenmasse, die sich auf einem Kreisbogen bewegt, 
kombiniert. Verändert sich die Ausladung, sorgt die 
Gegenmasse für einen Eigenmasseausgleich. Der 
Schwerpunkt des Lenkersystems bleibt in jeder Stel-
lung nahe der Drehachse und minimiert die Belas-
tungen der Drehverbindung. Zudem wird durch die Wir-
kung des Eigenmasseausgleichs die Beanspruchung 
des Wippwerks reduziert. Beides bedeutet: geringeren 
Verschleiß und geringere Kosten.

VIELSEITIG UND WIRTSCHAFTLICH
Der Tukan bietet mit seinem modularen Baukasten alle 
Möglichkeiten und Vorteile. Das Konzept bietet eine 
Vielzahl an Portalen, Hubwerks- und Auslegersystemen, 
Lastaufnahmemitteln u. v. m. Mit Hochportal lässt sich 
der Tukan problemlos unterfahren. Schienengebundene 
Fahrwerke erlauben ihm ein Verfahren unter voller Last 
ohne Abstützungen. Schnell lassen sich die Lastauf-
nahmemittel wechseln – der Tukan passt sich ideal an 
die örtliche Infrastruktur und die jeweilige Aufgabe an. 

STÜCKGUT- UND MULTIPURPOSE-UMSCHLAG. 
DER TUKAN M: DIE BREITE VIELFALT 
DES DOPPELLENKER-KRANS. 

Multipurpose- und Stückgutumschlag sind die Haupt-
aufgaben im globalen Warenumschlag. Für einen er- 
folgreichen Terminal werden Multipurpose-Lösungen 
verlangt – angepasst an die jeweilige Infrastruktur.

8 TUKAN M

Der Tukan M (Multipurpose) ist unser Profi-Allrounder 
unter den Kranen für einen effizienten, vielseitigen und 
zuverlässigen Umschlag. 

KURZ UND SCHNELL – DER IDEALE LASTWEG
1932 wurde von Ardelt das Doppellenkerprinzip für 
Wippdrehkrane erfunden. Seitdem hat Ardelt Tausende 
von Kranen danach gebaut und es ständig weiterent-
wickelt, denn das Doppellenkerwippsystem des Tukans 
ist die Grundlage für höchste Umschlagleistung. Es 
garantiert, dass die Auslegerspitze immer auf gleicher 
Höhe sowie ständig nah zur Last bleibt. Die Ausleger-
spitze beschreibt rein mechanisch und bei jeder Aus-
ladung einen nahezu horizontalen Lastweg. Es finden 
keine zusätzlichen, unerwünschten Bewegungen des 
Hubwerkes statt. Das spart Hubwerksenergie. Effek-
tiver kann ein Kran nicht arbeiten. 

DER KRAN FÜR KRANFAHRER
Aufgrund der Geometrie des Doppellenkers ist die 
Seillänge zwischen Auslegerspitze und Last extrem 
kurz. Die dank breiter Basis optimal geführten Seile 
bieten dem Kranfahrer beste Kontrollmöglichkeiten. 
Die Last eines Tukans federt kaum, pendelt nur mini-

SCHIFFBAU.
DER KRANICH: FÜR GROSSE BEWEGUNGEN.

In Werften rund um die Welt müssen die Krane den An-
forderungen vor Ort angepasst werden. Ardelt bietet 
Werftkrane in einer Vielzahl an Ausführungen und ange-
passt an kundenspezifische Anforderungen an: den ef-
fizienten Doppellenker und den leichten Einlenkerkran.

8 KRANICH: HOCH HINAUS

Der Kranich ist Ardelts Alleskönner für den Schiffbau. 
Er ist ein Leichtgewicht und kann somit auch auf 
wenig belastbaren Kranschienen eingesetzt werden. 
Als Allrounder kann er mit verschiedenen Lastaufnah-
memitteln ausgestattet werden: neben dem werftty-
pischen Haken auch mit Spreader oder Lastmagnet. 
Der Kranich spielt im Schiffbau eine große Rolle, er 
meistert extreme Hubhöhen und große Ausladungen 
– bei den immer weiter wachsenden Schiffgrößen 
ein Muss.

KONTAKT

TELEFON +49 (0)33 34. 62 0
FAX  +49 (0)33 34. 62 21 21
E-MAIL INFO@ARDELT.DE
WWW  ARDELT.DE

ADRESSE ARDELT
  HEEGERMÜHLER STRASSE 64
  16225 EBERSWALDE

KRANE FÜR DEN PROFESSIONELLEN 
SCHÜTTGUTUMSCHLAG VON ARDELT.   
WENN ES UM CENT PRO TONNE GEHT.

Im Bulk-Handling ist die Effizienz eines Kranes ent-
scheidend: Wie schnell lässt sich das Schüttgut um-
schlagen? Und welche Kosten entstehen dabei? 
Daneben spielt der Umweltschutz eine immer größer 
werdende Rolle. Staubemissionen sind zu vermeiden 
und energiesparsames Arbeiten wird vorausgesetzt.

8 TUKAN B

Der Tukan B (Bulk) ist Ardelts langlebiger und wirt-
schaftlicher Doppellenker, der speziell für den Schütt-
gutumschlag geeignet ist, ohne auf die Vorteile des 
Tukan M zu verzichten.

DER UMWELTFREUNDLICHE 
ENERGIESPARKRAN
Ardelt setzt auf vollelektrische Antriebskonzepte. Die 
Kombination aus effizientem Doppellenkerprinzip und 
vollelektrischer Antriebstechnik garantiert einen hohen 
Wirkungsgrad bei geringstem Wartungsaufwand. Ein 
innovatives Energiemanagement-System ergänzt die 
Kombination sinnvoll und ermöglicht dem Tukan, die 
durch Senk- und Bremsvorgänge generierte Energie 
selber zu nutzen oder direkt wieder ins Stromnetz 
einzuspeisen. Ein Tukan ist besonders sparsam. Sein 
vollelektrisches Antriebskonzept bedeutet weniger 
Wartungsaufwand und kein schädliches Hydrauliköl.
Als Energiesparkran kann er im Vergleich zu elektri-
schen Systemen ohne Rückeinspeisung eine Ersparnis 
von bis zu 30 % erreichen. Dieselbetriebene Drehkrane 
benötigen sogar bis zu 500 % mehr Energie. Er arbei-
tet äußerst leise und vollständig abgasfrei. 

Nicht jede Lösung, jeder Umschlag verlangt einen Seil-
Kran. Insbesondere wenn ein Zusammenpressen oder 
Drücken des Gutes erforderlich ist, bietet sich ein Um-
schlaggerät mit direkter Kraftübertragung zwischen  
Arm und Lastaufnahmemittel an. 

8 PELIKAN: PRÄZISE PUNKTEN

Der Pelikan ist ein Gerät für Schüttgüter, die gedrückt 
werden müssen, und für Güter, die schnell und genau-
estens positioniert werden müssen. Er ist ein Balancer-
Umschlaggerät, das Ardelt für kleinere und mittlere 
Umschlagleistungen von 200 bis 800 t/h und für 
Einzelumschlaggewichte im Bereich von 4 t bis 25 t 
anbietet.

Der größte Vorteil des Pelikans ist die direkte me-
chanische Verbindung zwischen Lenkersystem und 
Greifer. Es entfällt nicht nur jegliches Pendeln wie 
bei seilgeführten Kranen, es wird auch ein Drücken 
mit dem Greifer möglich. Dies ist entscheidend für 
einen effizienten Umschlag bestimmer Güter, wie zum 
Beispiel Schrott. Pro Zyklus kann mit dem Pelikan 
mehr Schrott bewegt werden. Auch für das Verladen 
von sperrigen Holzstämmen ist der Pelikan ideal. Er ist 
in der Lage, Holzstämme akkurat zu positionieren und 
auch engste Passagen zu bedienen.

AUSGEGLICHEN SPAREN
Ardelt verwendet für den Pelikan ein Balancer-Prinzip,  
bei dem die Eigenmasse des Lenkersystems durch 
die mechanisch gekoppelte Gegenmasse ausge-
glichen wird – völlig unabhängig von der Position 
der Auslegerspitze. 

Lediglich für die Bewegung selbst wird Energie be-
nötigt – ein Halten des Auslegersystems in seiner 
Position bedarf keiner weiteren Energieaufwendung.
Ein derart ausbalanciertes System bedeutet geringe 
Antriebsleistung und eine clevere Investition. 

6 Doppellenkerwippdrehkrane in der Blohm + Voss-Werft in Hamburg  6 Der Kranich in Aktion beim Schiffbau6 Der Tukan M mit asymmetrischem Portal

8 TUKAN S: AKKURATES HANDLING

Der Tukan S (Shipyard) garantiert präzises Handling 
durch das Doppellenkerprinzip mit kurzen Seilen und 
nur minimalem Pendelausschlag. Mit seiner Positionie-
rungsgenauigkeit ist er prädestiniert für das Handling 
von Elementen und Bauteilen, die passgenau abgesetzt 
werden müssen, wie es im Schiffbau notwendig ist. 

Der Tukan S unterscheidet sich von den Tukan-Typen 
M, B und K durch eine leichtere Bauweise mit werft-
gerechter Einstufung, montageadäquaten Arbeitsge-
schwindigkeiten und dem optionalen Hilfshub.

Der Hilfshub ermöglicht schnelles Arbeiten mit Teil-
lasten und erlaubt es dem Kranfahrer, sein Bauteil 
bereits in der Luft präzise auszurichten und kleinere 
Segmente zu Wenden.

Der Pelikan wird durch das mechanische Hybrid-
System und das elektrohydraulische Antriebssystem 
zu einem energieeffizienten Gerät. Wir setzen auf 
elektrische Antriebskonzepte und stehen so für 
abgasfreie und leise Geräte, sowie umweltfreundliche 
Technologien.

FLEXIBEL UND ANPASSUNGSFÄHIG
Der Pelikan ist ein hervorragendes Multipurpose-Ge-
rät, welches an die verschiedensten Anforderungen 
angepasst werden kann. Nicht nur in der Wahl des 
Lastmittels, sondern auch in der Wahl des Portals oder 
des Standfußes. 

Der Pelikan profitiert von dem vielseitigen Baukasten 
unserer Drehkrane und anderer Geräte der Kranunion. 
Wir können den Pelikan auf Raupenfahrwerken, 
Portalen, Standfüßen u. v. m. anbieten.

6 Lastaufnahmemittel

Hakentraverse Seilgreifer Motorgreifer

Lastmagnet Fix- oder
Teleskopspreader

Drehvorrichtung

6 Doppellenkerprinzip: kurze Seillänge, geringere Pendelausschläge

6 Der Pelikan bei der Arbeit6 Portal-Varianten für den Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: EFFIZIENZ PUR

Der Tukan K ist die Lösung für den Schüttgutum-
schlag. Mit einer Leistung von bis zu 2000 t/h und 
den geringsten Kosten pro Tonne ist er der Profi im 
Schüttgutumschag mit integriertem Bunker. 

KURZE WEGE SPAREN ZEIT UND GELD
Der integrierte Bunker hat entscheidende Vorteile im 
Schüttgutumschlag: Er ermöglicht den absolut kür-
zesten Weg zwischen Schiff und Bunker. Und kurze 
Wege sparen Zeit und Geld. Das gilt selbstverständlich 
auch für den weiteren Weg des Schüttgutes, den 
Abtransport auf der Kaje. 

Für den effizienten Schüttgutumschlag spielen hier 
der vorteilhafte Lastweg des Doppellenkers und der 
im Hochportal integrierte Bunker des Tukan K perfekt 
zusammen. Das Besondere ist: Der Tukan K muss sich 
nicht drehen. Für den Kranfahrer ist das deutlich weni-
ger ermüdend, er hat immer perfekte Sicht auf den 
Greifer. Durch den Wegfall der Drehbewegung entfal-
len auch die daraus resultierenden Belastungen. Dies 
kommt der Lebensdauer des Tukans zugute.  

DER KRAN FÜR BETREIBER
Das Hochportal mit Bunker ist ideal für den uneinge-
schränkten Logistikprozess auf der Kaje. Im Vergleich 
blockieren abgestützte, mobile Hafenkrane dazu die 
Kaianlage und rauben kostbaren Platz. Das Tukan-
Portal mit Bunker lässt sich von Zug, LKW o. Ä. 
unterfahren und ermöglicht einen idealen Abtransport 
des Schüttgutes – und dies auch auf kürzestem und 
schnellstem Weg.

Neben dem extrem schnellen Umschlag und dem 
direkten Abtransport hat ein mit Tukan K-Kranen 
ausgestattetes Terminal einen weiteren Vorteil: Tukan 
K-Krane können dichter aneinandergereiht werden, 
da sie sich nicht drehen müssen. Infolgedessen kön-
nen mehr Tukan K-Krane an einem Schiff eingesetzt 
werden, als vergleichbare Dreh- oder Mobilkrane. 
Auch Terminals mit geringen Kailängen können so 
zu Hochleistungsterminals ausgebaut werden. Und 
neben kurzen Wegen spart auch eine kurze Liegezeit 
viel Geld.

Um den Zeitaufwand für Greiferwechsel einzusparen, 
hat Ardelt ein Greiferfülloptimierungssystem entwi-
ckelt. Es stellt sicher, dass der Greifer immer optimal 
zur Dichte des Schüttguts gefüllt ist. Ein Abschalten 
aus Überlast wird vermieden und ein Wechsel zu 
verschieden großen Greifern wird unnötig. 

DER TUKAN K: 
SCHIFFSENTLADERN EBENBÜRTIG
Der Tukan K kann bei Umschlagleistungen bis ca. 
2.000 t/h problemlos mit Schiffsentladern mithalten. 
Jedoch betragen die Investitionskosten nur rund 
70 %, und auch seine Betriebskosten fallen deutlich 
geringer aus. 

Der Tukan K steht für den kürzestmöglichen Lastweg, 
kombiniert mit perfekter landseitiger Logistik und 
höchster Leistung auf engsten Raum. 

Mit seiner Einstufung in A8 ist der Tukan K unser 
Spitzenmodell und rundet die Tukan-Produktfamilie 
von Ardelt nach oben hin ab.

6 Perfekte Logistik und kürzeste Lastwege mit Tukan K-Kranen 6 Beste Sichtverhältnisse beim Tukan K 6 Tukan K-Krane beim Umschlag in Brunsbüttel6  Tukan B mit Hochportal: Kohleumschlag mit Greifer

6 Der Pelikan: ausgeglichen über den gesamten Arbeitsbereich

6 Lebenszykluskosten im Vergleich
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Für den Schüttgutumschlag hat Ardelt effiziente 
Staubschutz-Systeme entwickelt. Zum Beispiel bieten 
wir ein einfaches mechanisches, aber wirkungsvolles 
Konzept zur Staubhemmung an. Ebenfalls erhältlich 
sind aktive Filtersysteme und Sprühnebelanlagen.  

FÜR EIN LANGES, WIRTSCHAFTLICHES 
HOCHLEISTUNGSLEBEN
Ein Tukan B ist die umweltfreundliche und wirtschaftli-
che Entscheidung für einen effizienten Schüttgutkran. 
Die Verwendung von Komponenten höchster Qualität 
und die sehr hohe Einstufung der Stahlkonstruktion 
und Triebwerke garantiert eine langlebige und war-
tungsarme Anschaffung – der Return on Investment 
wird schnell erreicht.

8 KONDOR: WARTUNGSFREUNDLICH 
UND LANGLEBIG

Der Kondor ist ein Doppellenker, kombiniert mit einer 
Blocksäule. Er ist konzipiert für Standorte, an denen 
Krane besonders wartungsfreundlich sein müssen. 
Dies trifft beispielsweise auf Gebiete zu, in denen die 
Population von Montagekranen weniger ausgeprägt 
ist. Die Besonderheit beim Kondor: Auch nach jahr-
zehntelanger Belastung kann die Drehteillagerung 
der Blocksäule ausgetauscht werden, ohne komplette 
Demontage des Drehteils – und dies ohne Einsatz 
eines Montagekrans. 
Mehr als 3000 Doppellenker sind heute im Einsatz. Ein 
Großteil davon bereits seit einigen Jahrzehnten. Das 
spricht für sich.

ARDELT
PORT AND SHIPYARD

XL EFFICIENCY



 

of bounce, swing or cable (field) rotation. The crane 
operator enjoys the best possible view of the load, the 
vessel and the quay. It is easy to pick up loads quickly 
and precisely, and put them down again with great ac-
curacy. Tasks couldn’t be easier for crane operators. 

THE TUKAN SAVES MONEY
Ardelt has integrated more clever features into the 
Tukan’s concept: its counterweight compensation 
system. Its four-part boom system is combined with 
a mobile counterweight which moves along an arc. 
When the outreach changes, the counterweight pro-
vides dead-weight compensation. The centre of gravity 
of the jib system remains near to the axis of rotation in 
every position and minimises load on the slewing joint. 
The effect of dead-weight compensation also reduces 
stress on the luffing mechanism. Both of these fea-
tures mean minimal wear and reduced cost.

VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL
With its modular building-block concept, the Tukan 
offers numerous possibilities and advantages. This 
concept encompasses various different gantries, lift-
ing mechanisms and boom systems, load suspension 
devices and much more. Equipped with a high gantry, 
it is easy to drive under, and a rail-mounted chassis 
allows it to move under full load without outriggers. Its 
load suspension devices are quick to change and the 
Tukan adapts perfectly to the ambient infrastructure 
and the tasks given to it.

MULTIPURPOSE AND GENERAL CARGO 
HANDLING. THE TUKAN M: THE VERSATILITY 
OF A DOUBLE JIB CRANE.

Multipurpose and general cargo handling are primary 
tasks in global goods handling. Multipurpose solutions 
are a requirement at any successful terminal – adap-
tation to the existing infrastructure is essential. 

8 TUKAN M

The Tukan M (Multipurpose) is our professional 
all-rounder crane for efficient, versatile and reliable 
handling. 

SHORT AND QUICK – THE IDEAL LOAD PATH
Ardelt invented the double jib principle for level luffing 
cranes in 1932. Since then, the company has built 
thousands of cranes based on that principle and has 
continued to develop it. The Tukan’s double jib luffing 
system is the basis of its outstanding handling perform-
ance. It guarantees that the boom tip always remains 
at the same height and always close to the load, while 
achieving an almost horizontal load path. This it does 
purely mechanically, whatever the load. The lifting mech-
anism does not perform any additional, unwanted move-
ments. This in turn saves lifting-mechanism energy. A 
crane could not be more efficient in the way it works.

THE CRANE FOR CRANE OPERATORS
Because of the geometry of the double jib, the cable 
between the boom tip and the load is extremely short. 
Thanks to a broad base, the cable is optimally routed, 
giving the crane operator the best possible control. A 
Tukan’s load remains stable with an absolute minimum 

SHIPBUILDING.
THE KRANICH: FOR BIG MOVEMENTS.

Cranes operating at the world’s shipyards have to adapt 
to the requirements of each location. Ardelt offers its 
shipyard cranes in a number of different versions to 
meet specific customer demands – the efficient double 
jib cranes as well as lightweight single jib models. 

8 KRANICH: FLYING HIGH

The Kranich is Ardelt’s all-rounder for the shipbuilding 
industry. It is a lightweight crane, which means it can 
be used on crane tracks that cannot withstand a lot of 
load. As an all-rounder it can be fitted with all kinds of 
load suspension devices: as well as the hooks typical of 
shipyards, it can carry a spreader and a lifting magnet. 
The Kranich plays a big role in shipbuilding, mastering 
extreme lifting heights and long reaches – crucial as 
vessels are getting bigger every year. 

CONTACT
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FAX  +49 (0)33 34. 62 21 21
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CRANES FROM ARDELT FOR 
PROFESSIONAL BULK HANDLING.   
WHEN EVERY CENT PER TONNE MATTERS. 

In bulk handling it is the efficiency of a crane that is 
crucial: in other words, how quickly can bulk goods be 
trans-shipped and at what cost? Environmental 
protection is also playing an ever greater role. Dust 
emissions have to be avoided and energy-saving 
methods are preferred. 

8 TUKAN B

The Tukan B (Bulk) is Ardelt’s durable, efficient double 
jib crane designed especially for bulk goods, but not 
without the benefits of the Tukan M.  

THE ECO-FRIENDLY, ENERGY-SAVING CRANE
Ardelt employs fully electrical drive concepts. The com-
bination of the efficient double jib principle and fully 
electric drive engineering guarantees a high level of 
efficiency and the lowest possible maintenance levels. 
An innovative energy management system makes an 
excellent addition to this combination, enabling the 
Tukan to either utilise the energy generated by the 
lowering and braking processes itself to feed it directly 
back into the mains. A Tukan is especially economical. 
Its fully electrical drive concept means less mainte-
nance and no harmful hydraulic oil. This energy-saving 
crane can save up to 30% compared to electrical 
systems without energy feedback. Diesel-driven slewing 
cranes need as much as 500% more energy. The crane 
is extremely quiet and produces no exhaust emission. 

Not every solution and not every kind of handling de-
mands a cable crane. A handling device which can 
transmit force directly between the arm and load sus-
pension device is especially useful if you need to 
squeeze or press goods. 

8 PELIKAN: PRECISION BENEFITS

The Pelikan is a handling system for bulk goods that 
have to be compressed and for goods that have to be 
positioned quickly and very accurately. It is a balancer 
handling system that Ardelt offers for low to medium 
handling rates of 200 to 800 tonnes per hour and for 
unit handling weights of between 4 and 25 tonnes.

The great advantage of the Pelikan is the direct mechan-
ical connection between the jib system and the grab. 
This means there is none of the swinging experienced 
with cable cranes, in addition the grab can be utilised 
to compress material. This is essential when it comes 
to handling goods such as scrap. The Pelikan can move 
more scrap per cycle than other cranes. It is also ideal 
for loading and unloading bulky logs. Logs can be pos-
itioned accurately with the Pelikan and narrow pas-
sages don’t present a problem.

SAVE ON BALANCE
Ardelt utilises a balancer principle for the Pelikan in 
which the jib’s own mass is balanced by a mechan-
ically coupled counterweight – entirely independently 
of the position of the boom tip. Energy is needed only 
for the movement itself – holding the boom system in 
place does not require any additional energy. This kind 
of balanced system requires less drive power and is 
an intelligent investment. 

6 Double jib level luffing cranes at Blohm + Voss shipyard in Hamburg/Germany   6 The Kranich in action at a shipyard 6 Tukan with an asymmetrical gantry

8 TUKAN S: ACCURATE HANDLING

The Tukan S (Shipyard) guarantees precision handling 
on account of its double jib principle with short cables 
and only minimal pendulum swing. Its positional 
accuracy makes it ideal for handling material and com-
ponents that have to be set down with great accuracy 
– as is the case in shipbuilding. 

The Tukan S differs from the Tukan M, B and K on 
account of its lighter construction and shipyard-com-
patible design, its working speeds suited to assembly 
and its optional auxiliary hoist.

The auxiliary hoist allows quick work under partial loads 
and enables the crane operator to align a component 
perfectly while still in the air and to turn smaller parts. 

The Pelikan has a mechanical hybrid system and 
an electro-hydraulic drive system, making it a highly 
efficient device. We employ electrical drive concepts, 
meaning our systems are exhaust-free and quiet as 
well as eco-friendly. 

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE
The Pelikan is an outstanding multipurpose system 
which can be adapted to a wide range of require-
ments, not only in terms of the load-carrying devices 
it can use but also in the choice of gantry and base. 

The Pelikan benefits from the diverse range of mod-
ules available for our slewing cranes, as well as other 
devices made by Kranunion. We can offer the Pelikan 
on caterpillar tracks, gantries, pedestals and other 
types of support. 

6 Load suspension devices

spreader beam cable grab motor grab

lifting magnet fixed or telescopic 
spreader

turning gear

6 Double jib principle: short cable length, reduced pendulum swinging

6 The Pelikan at work6 Different types of gantry for the Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: PURE EFFICIENCY

The Tukan K is the solution for bulk handling. With a 
handling rate of up to 2,000 tonnes per hour and the 
lowest cost per tonne, it is a bulk-handling pro with an 
integrated hopper. 

SHORT DISTANCES SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The integrated hopper has a key advantage in bulk 
handling: it provides the shortest possible path be-
tween the vessel and the hopper. Short distances 
save time and money. That also applies of course to 
the bulk goods onward progress when it is taken 
away on the quay. 

The Tukan K’s short load path, defined by its double jib, 
and the hopper integrated into its high gantry com-
bine perfectly for efficient bulk handling. The Tukan K 
picks up the goods in the vessel and transports them 
into its hopper mounted out front. This means that the 
Tukan K does not need to turn. This is much less tiring 
for the crane operator who can always see the grab 
perfectly. Because there is no more slewing move-
ment, the stresses such movements generate are 
eliminated. This is good for the Tukan’s lifespan.

THE CRANE FOR OPERATORS
Its high gantry with hopper is ideal for an unrestricted 
logistical process on the quay. Mobile port cranes with 
outriggers, by comparison, block wharfage and tie up 
valuable space. The Tukan gantry crane with hopper 
provides uninhibited access for trains, trucks and simi-
lar traffic, which is hugely convenient when it comes to 
carrying away bulk goods by the shortest and quickest 
route. 

As well as enjoying extremely fast handling and direct 
outwards transport, a terminal equipped with Tukan K 
cranes has the advantage that several Tukans can be 
lined up close to one another, as they do not have to 
turn. More Tukan K cranes can be used on a ship than 
comparable slewing or mobile cranes. As a result ter-
minals with short quays can be upgraded into high-
performance operations and, as with short distances, 
a short lay time saves a lot of money. 

To reduce the time lost by changing grabs, Ardelt has 
developed a grab-filling optimisation system. This en-
sures that the grab is always filled to the right level for 
the density of the bulk cargo involved. This prevents 
the crane shutting down due to overload and means 
you no longer have to switch between different sizes 
of grab. 

THE TUKAN K: EQUALLING SHIP UNLOADERS
With a handling rate of around 2,000 tonnes per hour 
the Tukan K can easily keep up with ship unloaders, 
yet its investment cost is only around 70% and its 
operating costs are also much lower. 

The Tukan K offers the shortest possible load path 
combined with perfect landside logistics and ultimate 
performance within a small footprint. 

Categorised as A8, the Tukan K is our premium model 
and is the senior member of Ardelt’s Tukan product 
family. 

6 Perfect logistics and the shortest load paths with Tukan K cranes 6 Ideal visibility on the Tukan K 6 Tukan K cranes handling goods at Brunsbüttel/Germany 6  Tukan B with high gantry: handling coal with a grab

6 The Pelikan: balanced across its entire working range 

6 Life-cycle costs compared
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Ardelt has developed efficient dust protection systems 
for bulk handling. We offer a simple, but effective 
mechanical system for inhibiting dust, as well as active 
filter systems and spray mist systems.

FOR A LONG AND EFFICIENT LIFETIME 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
The Tukan B is an eco-friendly, economical bulk crane. 
We use the highest-quality components and very high-
grade steel structure and drives, guaranteeing that your 
acquisition will last for a long time and require little main-
tenance. Return on investment is quickly achieved.

8 KONDOR: SERVICE-FRIENDLY 
AND LONG-LASTING

The Kondor has a double jib combined with a block col-
umn. It is designed for locations where cranes have to 
be especially service-friendly. This applies, for instance, 
to areas in which there are fewer assembly cranes. 
What is special about the Kondor is that even after dec-
ades of carrying loads, the bearings on the rotating part 
of the block column can be replaced without disman-
tling the entire rotating mechanism – and this can be 
done without using an assembly crane. 

More than 3,000 double jib level slewing cranes are 
currently in use – a number which speaks for itself.
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of bounce, swing or cable (field) rotation. The crane 
operator enjoys the best possible view of the load, the 
vessel and the quay. It is easy to pick up loads quickly 
and precisely, and put them down again with great ac-
curacy. Tasks couldn’t be easier for crane operators. 

THE TUKAN SAVES MONEY
Ardelt has integrated more clever features into the 
Tukan’s concept: its counterweight compensation 
system. Its four-part boom system is combined with 
a mobile counterweight which moves along an arc. 
When the outreach changes, the counterweight pro-
vides dead-weight compensation. The centre of gravity 
of the jib system remains near to the axis of rotation in 
every position and minimises load on the slewing joint. 
The effect of dead-weight compensation also reduces 
stress on the luffing mechanism. Both of these fea-
tures mean minimal wear and reduced cost.

VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL
With its modular building-block concept, the Tukan 
offers numerous possibilities and advantages. This 
concept encompasses various different gantries, lift-
ing mechanisms and boom systems, load suspension 
devices and much more. Equipped with a high gantry, 
it is easy to drive under, and a rail-mounted chassis 
allows it to move under full load without outriggers. Its 
load suspension devices are quick to change and the 
Tukan adapts perfectly to the ambient infrastructure 
and the tasks given to it.

MULTIPURPOSE AND GENERAL CARGO 
HANDLING. THE TUKAN M: THE VERSATILITY 
OF A DOUBLE JIB CRANE.

Multipurpose and general cargo handling are primary 
tasks in global goods handling. Multipurpose solutions 
are a requirement at any successful terminal – adap-
tation to the existing infrastructure is essential. 

8 TUKAN M

The Tukan M (Multipurpose) is our professional 
all-rounder crane for efficient, versatile and reliable 
handling. 

SHORT AND QUICK – THE IDEAL LOAD PATH
Ardelt invented the double jib principle for level luffing 
cranes in 1932. Since then, the company has built 
thousands of cranes based on that principle and has 
continued to develop it. The Tukan’s double jib luffing 
system is the basis of its outstanding handling perform-
ance. It guarantees that the boom tip always remains 
at the same height and always close to the load, while 
achieving an almost horizontal load path. This it does 
purely mechanically, whatever the load. The lifting mech-
anism does not perform any additional, unwanted move-
ments. This in turn saves lifting-mechanism energy. A 
crane could not be more efficient in the way it works.

THE CRANE FOR CRANE OPERATORS
Because of the geometry of the double jib, the cable 
between the boom tip and the load is extremely short. 
Thanks to a broad base, the cable is optimally routed, 
giving the crane operator the best possible control. A 
Tukan’s load remains stable with an absolute minimum 

SHIPBUILDING.
THE KRANICH: FOR BIG MOVEMENTS.

Cranes operating at the world’s shipyards have to adapt 
to the requirements of each location. Ardelt offers its 
shipyard cranes in a number of different versions to 
meet specific customer demands – the efficient double 
jib cranes as well as lightweight single jib models. 

8 KRANICH: FLYING HIGH

The Kranich is Ardelt’s all-rounder for the shipbuilding 
industry. It is a lightweight crane, which means it can 
be used on crane tracks that cannot withstand a lot of 
load. As an all-rounder it can be fitted with all kinds of 
load suspension devices: as well as the hooks typical of 
shipyards, it can carry a spreader and a lifting magnet. 
The Kranich plays a big role in shipbuilding, mastering 
extreme lifting heights and long reaches – crucial as 
vessels are getting bigger every year. 
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CRANES FROM ARDELT FOR 
PROFESSIONAL BULK HANDLING.   
WHEN EVERY CENT PER TONNE MATTERS. 

In bulk handling it is the efficiency of a crane that is 
crucial: in other words, how quickly can bulk goods be 
trans-shipped and at what cost? Environmental 
protection is also playing an ever greater role. Dust 
emissions have to be avoided and energy-saving 
methods are preferred. 

8 TUKAN B

The Tukan B (Bulk) is Ardelt’s durable, efficient double 
jib crane designed especially for bulk goods, but not 
without the benefits of the Tukan M.  

THE ECO-FRIENDLY, ENERGY-SAVING CRANE
Ardelt employs fully electrical drive concepts. The com-
bination of the efficient double jib principle and fully 
electric drive engineering guarantees a high level of 
efficiency and the lowest possible maintenance levels. 
An innovative energy management system makes an 
excellent addition to this combination, enabling the 
Tukan to either utilise the energy generated by the 
lowering and braking processes itself to feed it directly 
back into the mains. A Tukan is especially economical. 
Its fully electrical drive concept means less mainte-
nance and no harmful hydraulic oil. This energy-saving 
crane can save up to 30% compared to electrical 
systems without energy feedback. Diesel-driven slewing 
cranes need as much as 500% more energy. The crane 
is extremely quiet and produces no exhaust emission. 

Not every solution and not every kind of handling de-
mands a cable crane. A handling device which can 
transmit force directly between the arm and load sus-
pension device is especially useful if you need to 
squeeze or press goods. 

8 PELIKAN: PRECISION BENEFITS

The Pelikan is a handling system for bulk goods that 
have to be compressed and for goods that have to be 
positioned quickly and very accurately. It is a balancer 
handling system that Ardelt offers for low to medium 
handling rates of 200 to 800 tonnes per hour and for 
unit handling weights of between 4 and 25 tonnes.

The great advantage of the Pelikan is the direct mechan-
ical connection between the jib system and the grab. 
This means there is none of the swinging experienced 
with cable cranes, in addition the grab can be utilised 
to compress material. This is essential when it comes 
to handling goods such as scrap. The Pelikan can move 
more scrap per cycle than other cranes. It is also ideal 
for loading and unloading bulky logs. Logs can be pos-
itioned accurately with the Pelikan and narrow pas-
sages don’t present a problem.

SAVE ON BALANCE
Ardelt utilises a balancer principle for the Pelikan in 
which the jib’s own mass is balanced by a mechan-
ically coupled counterweight – entirely independently 
of the position of the boom tip. Energy is needed only 
for the movement itself – holding the boom system in 
place does not require any additional energy. This kind 
of balanced system requires less drive power and is 
an intelligent investment. 

6 Double jib level luffing cranes at Blohm + Voss shipyard in Hamburg/Germany   6 The Kranich in action at a shipyard 6 Tukan with an asymmetrical gantry

8 TUKAN S: ACCURATE HANDLING

The Tukan S (Shipyard) guarantees precision handling 
on account of its double jib principle with short cables 
and only minimal pendulum swing. Its positional 
accuracy makes it ideal for handling material and com-
ponents that have to be set down with great accuracy 
– as is the case in shipbuilding. 

The Tukan S differs from the Tukan M, B and K on 
account of its lighter construction and shipyard-com-
patible design, its working speeds suited to assembly 
and its optional auxiliary hoist.

The auxiliary hoist allows quick work under partial loads 
and enables the crane operator to align a component 
perfectly while still in the air and to turn smaller parts. 

The Pelikan has a mechanical hybrid system and 
an electro-hydraulic drive system, making it a highly 
efficient device. We employ electrical drive concepts, 
meaning our systems are exhaust-free and quiet as 
well as eco-friendly. 

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE
The Pelikan is an outstanding multipurpose system 
which can be adapted to a wide range of require-
ments, not only in terms of the load-carrying devices 
it can use but also in the choice of gantry and base. 

The Pelikan benefits from the diverse range of mod-
ules available for our slewing cranes, as well as other 
devices made by Kranunion. We can offer the Pelikan 
on caterpillar tracks, gantries, pedestals and other 
types of support. 

6 Load suspension devices

spreader beam cable grab motor grab

lifting magnet fixed or telescopic 
spreader

turning gear

6 Double jib principle: short cable length, reduced pendulum swinging

6 The Pelikan at work6 Different types of gantry for the Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: PURE EFFICIENCY

The Tukan K is the solution for bulk handling. With a 
handling rate of up to 2,000 tonnes per hour and the 
lowest cost per tonne, it is a bulk-handling pro with an 
integrated hopper. 

SHORT DISTANCES SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The integrated hopper has a key advantage in bulk 
handling: it provides the shortest possible path be-
tween the vessel and the hopper. Short distances 
save time and money. That also applies of course to 
the bulk goods onward progress when it is taken 
away on the quay. 

The Tukan K’s short load path, defined by its double jib, 
and the hopper integrated into its high gantry com-
bine perfectly for efficient bulk handling. The Tukan K 
picks up the goods in the vessel and transports them 
into its hopper mounted out front. This means that the 
Tukan K does not need to turn. This is much less tiring 
for the crane operator who can always see the grab 
perfectly. Because there is no more slewing move-
ment, the stresses such movements generate are 
eliminated. This is good for the Tukan’s lifespan.

THE CRANE FOR OPERATORS
Its high gantry with hopper is ideal for an unrestricted 
logistical process on the quay. Mobile port cranes with 
outriggers, by comparison, block wharfage and tie up 
valuable space. The Tukan gantry crane with hopper 
provides uninhibited access for trains, trucks and simi-
lar traffic, which is hugely convenient when it comes to 
carrying away bulk goods by the shortest and quickest 
route. 

As well as enjoying extremely fast handling and direct 
outwards transport, a terminal equipped with Tukan K 
cranes has the advantage that several Tukans can be 
lined up close to one another, as they do not have to 
turn. More Tukan K cranes can be used on a ship than 
comparable slewing or mobile cranes. As a result ter-
minals with short quays can be upgraded into high-
performance operations and, as with short distances, 
a short lay time saves a lot of money. 

To reduce the time lost by changing grabs, Ardelt has 
developed a grab-filling optimisation system. This en-
sures that the grab is always filled to the right level for 
the density of the bulk cargo involved. This prevents 
the crane shutting down due to overload and means 
you no longer have to switch between different sizes 
of grab. 

THE TUKAN K: EQUALLING SHIP UNLOADERS
With a handling rate of around 2,000 tonnes per hour 
the Tukan K can easily keep up with ship unloaders, 
yet its investment cost is only around 70% and its 
operating costs are also much lower. 

The Tukan K offers the shortest possible load path 
combined with perfect landside logistics and ultimate 
performance within a small footprint. 

Categorised as A8, the Tukan K is our premium model 
and is the senior member of Ardelt’s Tukan product 
family. 

6 Perfect logistics and the shortest load paths with Tukan K cranes 6 Ideal visibility on the Tukan K 6 Tukan K cranes handling goods at Brunsbüttel/Germany 6  Tukan B with high gantry: handling coal with a grab

6 The Pelikan: balanced across its entire working range 

6 Life-cycle costs compared
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Ardelt has developed efficient dust protection systems 
for bulk handling. We offer a simple, but effective 
mechanical system for inhibiting dust, as well as active 
filter systems and spray mist systems.

FOR A LONG AND EFFICIENT LIFETIME 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
The Tukan B is an eco-friendly, economical bulk crane. 
We use the highest-quality components and very high-
grade steel structure and drives, guaranteeing that your 
acquisition will last for a long time and require little main-
tenance. Return on investment is quickly achieved.

8 KONDOR: SERVICE-FRIENDLY 
AND LONG-LASTING

The Kondor has a double jib combined with a block col-
umn. It is designed for locations where cranes have to 
be especially service-friendly. This applies, for instance, 
to areas in which there are fewer assembly cranes. 
What is special about the Kondor is that even after dec-
ades of carrying loads, the bearings on the rotating part 
of the block column can be replaced without disman-
tling the entire rotating mechanism – and this can be 
done without using an assembly crane. 

More than 3,000 double jib level slewing cranes are 
currently in use – a number which speaks for itself.
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of bounce, swing or cable (field) rotation. The crane 
operator enjoys the best possible view of the load, the 
vessel and the quay. It is easy to pick up loads quickly 
and precisely, and put them down again with great ac-
curacy. Tasks couldn’t be easier for crane operators. 

THE TUKAN SAVES MONEY
Ardelt has integrated more clever features into the 
Tukan’s concept: its counterweight compensation 
system. Its four-part boom system is combined with 
a mobile counterweight which moves along an arc. 
When the outreach changes, the counterweight pro-
vides dead-weight compensation. The centre of gravity 
of the jib system remains near to the axis of rotation in 
every position and minimises load on the slewing joint. 
The effect of dead-weight compensation also reduces 
stress on the luffing mechanism. Both of these fea-
tures mean minimal wear and reduced cost.

VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL
With its modular building-block concept, the Tukan 
offers numerous possibilities and advantages. This 
concept encompasses various different gantries, lift-
ing mechanisms and boom systems, load suspension 
devices and much more. Equipped with a high gantry, 
it is easy to drive under, and a rail-mounted chassis 
allows it to move under full load without outriggers. Its 
load suspension devices are quick to change and the 
Tukan adapts perfectly to the ambient infrastructure 
and the tasks given to it.

MULTIPURPOSE AND GENERAL CARGO 
HANDLING. THE TUKAN M: THE VERSATILITY 
OF A DOUBLE JIB CRANE.

Multipurpose and general cargo handling are primary 
tasks in global goods handling. Multipurpose solutions 
are a requirement at any successful terminal – adap-
tation to the existing infrastructure is essential. 

8 TUKAN M

The Tukan M (Multipurpose) is our professional 
all-rounder crane for efficient, versatile and reliable 
handling. 

SHORT AND QUICK – THE IDEAL LOAD PATH
Ardelt invented the double jib principle for level luffing 
cranes in 1932. Since then, the company has built 
thousands of cranes based on that principle and has 
continued to develop it. The Tukan’s double jib luffing 
system is the basis of its outstanding handling perform-
ance. It guarantees that the boom tip always remains 
at the same height and always close to the load, while 
achieving an almost horizontal load path. This it does 
purely mechanically, whatever the load. The lifting mech-
anism does not perform any additional, unwanted move-
ments. This in turn saves lifting-mechanism energy. A 
crane could not be more efficient in the way it works.

THE CRANE FOR CRANE OPERATORS
Because of the geometry of the double jib, the cable 
between the boom tip and the load is extremely short. 
Thanks to a broad base, the cable is optimally routed, 
giving the crane operator the best possible control. A 
Tukan’s load remains stable with an absolute minimum 

SHIPBUILDING.
THE KRANICH: FOR BIG MOVEMENTS.

Cranes operating at the world’s shipyards have to adapt 
to the requirements of each location. Ardelt offers its 
shipyard cranes in a number of different versions to 
meet specific customer demands – the efficient double 
jib cranes as well as lightweight single jib models. 

8 KRANICH: FLYING HIGH

The Kranich is Ardelt’s all-rounder for the shipbuilding 
industry. It is a lightweight crane, which means it can 
be used on crane tracks that cannot withstand a lot of 
load. As an all-rounder it can be fitted with all kinds of 
load suspension devices: as well as the hooks typical of 
shipyards, it can carry a spreader and a lifting magnet. 
The Kranich plays a big role in shipbuilding, mastering 
extreme lifting heights and long reaches – crucial as 
vessels are getting bigger every year. 
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CRANES FROM ARDELT FOR 
PROFESSIONAL BULK HANDLING.   
WHEN EVERY CENT PER TONNE MATTERS. 

In bulk handling it is the efficiency of a crane that is 
crucial: in other words, how quickly can bulk goods be 
trans-shipped and at what cost? Environmental 
protection is also playing an ever greater role. Dust 
emissions have to be avoided and energy-saving 
methods are preferred. 

8 TUKAN B

The Tukan B (Bulk) is Ardelt’s durable, efficient double 
jib crane designed especially for bulk goods, but not 
without the benefits of the Tukan M.  

THE ECO-FRIENDLY, ENERGY-SAVING CRANE
Ardelt employs fully electrical drive concepts. The com-
bination of the efficient double jib principle and fully 
electric drive engineering guarantees a high level of 
efficiency and the lowest possible maintenance levels. 
An innovative energy management system makes an 
excellent addition to this combination, enabling the 
Tukan to either utilise the energy generated by the 
lowering and braking processes itself to feed it directly 
back into the mains. A Tukan is especially economical. 
Its fully electrical drive concept means less mainte-
nance and no harmful hydraulic oil. This energy-saving 
crane can save up to 30% compared to electrical 
systems without energy feedback. Diesel-driven slewing 
cranes need as much as 500% more energy. The crane 
is extremely quiet and produces no exhaust emission. 

Not every solution and not every kind of handling de-
mands a cable crane. A handling device which can 
transmit force directly between the arm and load sus-
pension device is especially useful if you need to 
squeeze or press goods. 

8 PELIKAN: PRECISION BENEFITS

The Pelikan is a handling system for bulk goods that 
have to be compressed and for goods that have to be 
positioned quickly and very accurately. It is a balancer 
handling system that Ardelt offers for low to medium 
handling rates of 200 to 800 tonnes per hour and for 
unit handling weights of between 4 and 25 tonnes.

The great advantage of the Pelikan is the direct mechan-
ical connection between the jib system and the grab. 
This means there is none of the swinging experienced 
with cable cranes, in addition the grab can be utilised 
to compress material. This is essential when it comes 
to handling goods such as scrap. The Pelikan can move 
more scrap per cycle than other cranes. It is also ideal 
for loading and unloading bulky logs. Logs can be pos-
itioned accurately with the Pelikan and narrow pas-
sages don’t present a problem.

SAVE ON BALANCE
Ardelt utilises a balancer principle for the Pelikan in 
which the jib’s own mass is balanced by a mechan-
ically coupled counterweight – entirely independently 
of the position of the boom tip. Energy is needed only 
for the movement itself – holding the boom system in 
place does not require any additional energy. This kind 
of balanced system requires less drive power and is 
an intelligent investment. 

6 Double jib level luffing cranes at Blohm + Voss shipyard in Hamburg/Germany   6 The Kranich in action at a shipyard 6 Tukan with an asymmetrical gantry

8 TUKAN S: ACCURATE HANDLING

The Tukan S (Shipyard) guarantees precision handling 
on account of its double jib principle with short cables 
and only minimal pendulum swing. Its positional 
accuracy makes it ideal for handling material and com-
ponents that have to be set down with great accuracy 
– as is the case in shipbuilding. 

The Tukan S differs from the Tukan M, B and K on 
account of its lighter construction and shipyard-com-
patible design, its working speeds suited to assembly 
and its optional auxiliary hoist.

The auxiliary hoist allows quick work under partial loads 
and enables the crane operator to align a component 
perfectly while still in the air and to turn smaller parts. 

The Pelikan has a mechanical hybrid system and 
an electro-hydraulic drive system, making it a highly 
efficient device. We employ electrical drive concepts, 
meaning our systems are exhaust-free and quiet as 
well as eco-friendly. 

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE
The Pelikan is an outstanding multipurpose system 
which can be adapted to a wide range of require-
ments, not only in terms of the load-carrying devices 
it can use but also in the choice of gantry and base. 

The Pelikan benefits from the diverse range of mod-
ules available for our slewing cranes, as well as other 
devices made by Kranunion. We can offer the Pelikan 
on caterpillar tracks, gantries, pedestals and other 
types of support. 

6 Load suspension devices

spreader beam cable grab motor grab

lifting magnet fixed or telescopic 
spreader

turning gear

6 Double jib principle: short cable length, reduced pendulum swinging

6 The Pelikan at work6 Different types of gantry for the Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: PURE EFFICIENCY

The Tukan K is the solution for bulk handling. With a 
handling rate of up to 2,000 tonnes per hour and the 
lowest cost per tonne, it is a bulk-handling pro with an 
integrated hopper. 

SHORT DISTANCES SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The integrated hopper has a key advantage in bulk 
handling: it provides the shortest possible path be-
tween the vessel and the hopper. Short distances 
save time and money. That also applies of course to 
the bulk goods onward progress when it is taken 
away on the quay. 

The Tukan K’s short load path, defined by its double jib, 
and the hopper integrated into its high gantry com-
bine perfectly for efficient bulk handling. The Tukan K 
picks up the goods in the vessel and transports them 
into its hopper mounted out front. This means that the 
Tukan K does not need to turn. This is much less tiring 
for the crane operator who can always see the grab 
perfectly. Because there is no more slewing move-
ment, the stresses such movements generate are 
eliminated. This is good for the Tukan’s lifespan.

THE CRANE FOR OPERATORS
Its high gantry with hopper is ideal for an unrestricted 
logistical process on the quay. Mobile port cranes with 
outriggers, by comparison, block wharfage and tie up 
valuable space. The Tukan gantry crane with hopper 
provides uninhibited access for trains, trucks and simi-
lar traffic, which is hugely convenient when it comes to 
carrying away bulk goods by the shortest and quickest 
route. 

As well as enjoying extremely fast handling and direct 
outwards transport, a terminal equipped with Tukan K 
cranes has the advantage that several Tukans can be 
lined up close to one another, as they do not have to 
turn. More Tukan K cranes can be used on a ship than 
comparable slewing or mobile cranes. As a result ter-
minals with short quays can be upgraded into high-
performance operations and, as with short distances, 
a short lay time saves a lot of money. 

To reduce the time lost by changing grabs, Ardelt has 
developed a grab-filling optimisation system. This en-
sures that the grab is always filled to the right level for 
the density of the bulk cargo involved. This prevents 
the crane shutting down due to overload and means 
you no longer have to switch between different sizes 
of grab. 

THE TUKAN K: EQUALLING SHIP UNLOADERS
With a handling rate of around 2,000 tonnes per hour 
the Tukan K can easily keep up with ship unloaders, 
yet its investment cost is only around 70% and its 
operating costs are also much lower. 

The Tukan K offers the shortest possible load path 
combined with perfect landside logistics and ultimate 
performance within a small footprint. 

Categorised as A8, the Tukan K is our premium model 
and is the senior member of Ardelt’s Tukan product 
family. 

6 Perfect logistics and the shortest load paths with Tukan K cranes 6 Ideal visibility on the Tukan K 6 Tukan K cranes handling goods at Brunsbüttel/Germany 6  Tukan B with high gantry: handling coal with a grab

6 The Pelikan: balanced across its entire working range 

6 Life-cycle costs compared
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Ardelt has developed efficient dust protection systems 
for bulk handling. We offer a simple, but effective 
mechanical system for inhibiting dust, as well as active 
filter systems and spray mist systems.

FOR A LONG AND EFFICIENT LIFETIME 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
The Tukan B is an eco-friendly, economical bulk crane. 
We use the highest-quality components and very high-
grade steel structure and drives, guaranteeing that your 
acquisition will last for a long time and require little main-
tenance. Return on investment is quickly achieved.

8 KONDOR: SERVICE-FRIENDLY 
AND LONG-LASTING

The Kondor has a double jib combined with a block col-
umn. It is designed for locations where cranes have to 
be especially service-friendly. This applies, for instance, 
to areas in which there are fewer assembly cranes. 
What is special about the Kondor is that even after dec-
ades of carrying loads, the bearings on the rotating part 
of the block column can be replaced without disman-
tling the entire rotating mechanism – and this can be 
done without using an assembly crane. 

More than 3,000 double jib level slewing cranes are 
currently in use – a number which speaks for itself.
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of bounce, swing or cable (field) rotation. The crane 
operator enjoys the best possible view of the load, the 
vessel and the quay. It is easy to pick up loads quickly 
and precisely, and put them down again with great ac-
curacy. Tasks couldn’t be easier for crane operators. 

THE TUKAN SAVES MONEY
Ardelt has integrated more clever features into the 
Tukan’s concept: its counterweight compensation 
system. Its four-part boom system is combined with 
a mobile counterweight which moves along an arc. 
When the outreach changes, the counterweight pro-
vides dead-weight compensation. The centre of gravity 
of the jib system remains near to the axis of rotation in 
every position and minimises load on the slewing joint. 
The effect of dead-weight compensation also reduces 
stress on the luffing mechanism. Both of these fea-
tures mean minimal wear and reduced cost.

VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL
With its modular building-block concept, the Tukan 
offers numerous possibilities and advantages. This 
concept encompasses various different gantries, lift-
ing mechanisms and boom systems, load suspension 
devices and much more. Equipped with a high gantry, 
it is easy to drive under, and a rail-mounted chassis 
allows it to move under full load without outriggers. Its 
load suspension devices are quick to change and the 
Tukan adapts perfectly to the ambient infrastructure 
and the tasks given to it.

MULTIPURPOSE AND GENERAL CARGO 
HANDLING. THE TUKAN M: THE VERSATILITY 
OF A DOUBLE JIB CRANE.

Multipurpose and general cargo handling are primary 
tasks in global goods handling. Multipurpose solutions 
are a requirement at any successful terminal – adap-
tation to the existing infrastructure is essential. 

8 TUKAN M

The Tukan M (Multipurpose) is our professional 
all-rounder crane for efficient, versatile and reliable 
handling. 

SHORT AND QUICK – THE IDEAL LOAD PATH
Ardelt invented the double jib principle for level luffing 
cranes in 1932. Since then, the company has built 
thousands of cranes based on that principle and has 
continued to develop it. The Tukan’s double jib luffing 
system is the basis of its outstanding handling perform-
ance. It guarantees that the boom tip always remains 
at the same height and always close to the load, while 
achieving an almost horizontal load path. This it does 
purely mechanically, whatever the load. The lifting mech-
anism does not perform any additional, unwanted move-
ments. This in turn saves lifting-mechanism energy. A 
crane could not be more efficient in the way it works.

THE CRANE FOR CRANE OPERATORS
Because of the geometry of the double jib, the cable 
between the boom tip and the load is extremely short. 
Thanks to a broad base, the cable is optimally routed, 
giving the crane operator the best possible control. A 
Tukan’s load remains stable with an absolute minimum 

SHIPBUILDING.
THE KRANICH: FOR BIG MOVEMENTS.

Cranes operating at the world’s shipyards have to adapt 
to the requirements of each location. Ardelt offers its 
shipyard cranes in a number of different versions to 
meet specific customer demands – the efficient double 
jib cranes as well as lightweight single jib models. 

8 KRANICH: FLYING HIGH

The Kranich is Ardelt’s all-rounder for the shipbuilding 
industry. It is a lightweight crane, which means it can 
be used on crane tracks that cannot withstand a lot of 
load. As an all-rounder it can be fitted with all kinds of 
load suspension devices: as well as the hooks typical of 
shipyards, it can carry a spreader and a lifting magnet. 
The Kranich plays a big role in shipbuilding, mastering 
extreme lifting heights and long reaches – crucial as 
vessels are getting bigger every year. 
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CRANES FROM ARDELT FOR 
PROFESSIONAL BULK HANDLING.   
WHEN EVERY CENT PER TONNE MATTERS. 

In bulk handling it is the efficiency of a crane that is 
crucial: in other words, how quickly can bulk goods be 
trans-shipped and at what cost? Environmental 
protection is also playing an ever greater role. Dust 
emissions have to be avoided and energy-saving 
methods are preferred. 

8 TUKAN B

The Tukan B (Bulk) is Ardelt’s durable, efficient double 
jib crane designed especially for bulk goods, but not 
without the benefits of the Tukan M.  

THE ECO-FRIENDLY, ENERGY-SAVING CRANE
Ardelt employs fully electrical drive concepts. The com-
bination of the efficient double jib principle and fully 
electric drive engineering guarantees a high level of 
efficiency and the lowest possible maintenance levels. 
An innovative energy management system makes an 
excellent addition to this combination, enabling the 
Tukan to either utilise the energy generated by the 
lowering and braking processes itself to feed it directly 
back into the mains. A Tukan is especially economical. 
Its fully electrical drive concept means less mainte-
nance and no harmful hydraulic oil. This energy-saving 
crane can save up to 30% compared to electrical 
systems without energy feedback. Diesel-driven slewing 
cranes need as much as 500% more energy. The crane 
is extremely quiet and produces no exhaust emission. 

Not every solution and not every kind of handling de-
mands a cable crane. A handling device which can 
transmit force directly between the arm and load sus-
pension device is especially useful if you need to 
squeeze or press goods. 

8 PELIKAN: PRECISION BENEFITS

The Pelikan is a handling system for bulk goods that 
have to be compressed and for goods that have to be 
positioned quickly and very accurately. It is a balancer 
handling system that Ardelt offers for low to medium 
handling rates of 200 to 800 tonnes per hour and for 
unit handling weights of between 4 and 25 tonnes.

The great advantage of the Pelikan is the direct mechan-
ical connection between the jib system and the grab. 
This means there is none of the swinging experienced 
with cable cranes, in addition the grab can be utilised 
to compress material. This is essential when it comes 
to handling goods such as scrap. The Pelikan can move 
more scrap per cycle than other cranes. It is also ideal 
for loading and unloading bulky logs. Logs can be pos-
itioned accurately with the Pelikan and narrow pas-
sages don’t present a problem.

SAVE ON BALANCE
Ardelt utilises a balancer principle for the Pelikan in 
which the jib’s own mass is balanced by a mechan-
ically coupled counterweight – entirely independently 
of the position of the boom tip. Energy is needed only 
for the movement itself – holding the boom system in 
place does not require any additional energy. This kind 
of balanced system requires less drive power and is 
an intelligent investment. 

6 Double jib level luffing cranes at Blohm + Voss shipyard in Hamburg/Germany   6 The Kranich in action at a shipyard 6 Tukan with an asymmetrical gantry

8 TUKAN S: ACCURATE HANDLING

The Tukan S (Shipyard) guarantees precision handling 
on account of its double jib principle with short cables 
and only minimal pendulum swing. Its positional 
accuracy makes it ideal for handling material and com-
ponents that have to be set down with great accuracy 
– as is the case in shipbuilding. 

The Tukan S differs from the Tukan M, B and K on 
account of its lighter construction and shipyard-com-
patible design, its working speeds suited to assembly 
and its optional auxiliary hoist.

The auxiliary hoist allows quick work under partial loads 
and enables the crane operator to align a component 
perfectly while still in the air and to turn smaller parts. 

The Pelikan has a mechanical hybrid system and 
an electro-hydraulic drive system, making it a highly 
efficient device. We employ electrical drive concepts, 
meaning our systems are exhaust-free and quiet as 
well as eco-friendly. 

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE
The Pelikan is an outstanding multipurpose system 
which can be adapted to a wide range of require-
ments, not only in terms of the load-carrying devices 
it can use but also in the choice of gantry and base. 

The Pelikan benefits from the diverse range of mod-
ules available for our slewing cranes, as well as other 
devices made by Kranunion. We can offer the Pelikan 
on caterpillar tracks, gantries, pedestals and other 
types of support. 

6 Load suspension devices

spreader beam cable grab motor grab

lifting magnet fixed or telescopic 
spreader

turning gear

6 Double jib principle: short cable length, reduced pendulum swinging

6 The Pelikan at work6 Different types of gantry for the Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: PURE EFFICIENCY

The Tukan K is the solution for bulk handling. With a 
handling rate of up to 2,000 tonnes per hour and the 
lowest cost per tonne, it is a bulk-handling pro with an 
integrated hopper. 

SHORT DISTANCES SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The integrated hopper has a key advantage in bulk 
handling: it provides the shortest possible path be-
tween the vessel and the hopper. Short distances 
save time and money. That also applies of course to 
the bulk goods onward progress when it is taken 
away on the quay. 

The Tukan K’s short load path, defined by its double jib, 
and the hopper integrated into its high gantry com-
bine perfectly for efficient bulk handling. The Tukan K 
picks up the goods in the vessel and transports them 
into its hopper mounted out front. This means that the 
Tukan K does not need to turn. This is much less tiring 
for the crane operator who can always see the grab 
perfectly. Because there is no more slewing move-
ment, the stresses such movements generate are 
eliminated. This is good for the Tukan’s lifespan.

THE CRANE FOR OPERATORS
Its high gantry with hopper is ideal for an unrestricted 
logistical process on the quay. Mobile port cranes with 
outriggers, by comparison, block wharfage and tie up 
valuable space. The Tukan gantry crane with hopper 
provides uninhibited access for trains, trucks and simi-
lar traffic, which is hugely convenient when it comes to 
carrying away bulk goods by the shortest and quickest 
route. 

As well as enjoying extremely fast handling and direct 
outwards transport, a terminal equipped with Tukan K 
cranes has the advantage that several Tukans can be 
lined up close to one another, as they do not have to 
turn. More Tukan K cranes can be used on a ship than 
comparable slewing or mobile cranes. As a result ter-
minals with short quays can be upgraded into high-
performance operations and, as with short distances, 
a short lay time saves a lot of money. 

To reduce the time lost by changing grabs, Ardelt has 
developed a grab-filling optimisation system. This en-
sures that the grab is always filled to the right level for 
the density of the bulk cargo involved. This prevents 
the crane shutting down due to overload and means 
you no longer have to switch between different sizes 
of grab. 

THE TUKAN K: EQUALLING SHIP UNLOADERS
With a handling rate of around 2,000 tonnes per hour 
the Tukan K can easily keep up with ship unloaders, 
yet its investment cost is only around 70% and its 
operating costs are also much lower. 

The Tukan K offers the shortest possible load path 
combined with perfect landside logistics and ultimate 
performance within a small footprint. 

Categorised as A8, the Tukan K is our premium model 
and is the senior member of Ardelt’s Tukan product 
family. 

6 Perfect logistics and the shortest load paths with Tukan K cranes 6 Ideal visibility on the Tukan K 6 Tukan K cranes handling goods at Brunsbüttel/Germany 6  Tukan B with high gantry: handling coal with a grab

6 The Pelikan: balanced across its entire working range 

6 Life-cycle costs compared
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Ardelt has developed efficient dust protection systems 
for bulk handling. We offer a simple, but effective 
mechanical system for inhibiting dust, as well as active 
filter systems and spray mist systems.

FOR A LONG AND EFFICIENT LIFETIME 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
The Tukan B is an eco-friendly, economical bulk crane. 
We use the highest-quality components and very high-
grade steel structure and drives, guaranteeing that your 
acquisition will last for a long time and require little main-
tenance. Return on investment is quickly achieved.

8 KONDOR: SERVICE-FRIENDLY 
AND LONG-LASTING

The Kondor has a double jib combined with a block col-
umn. It is designed for locations where cranes have to 
be especially service-friendly. This applies, for instance, 
to areas in which there are fewer assembly cranes. 
What is special about the Kondor is that even after dec-
ades of carrying loads, the bearings on the rotating part 
of the block column can be replaced without disman-
tling the entire rotating mechanism – and this can be 
done without using an assembly crane. 

More than 3,000 double jib level slewing cranes are 
currently in use – a number which speaks for itself.
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of bounce, swing or cable (field) rotation. The crane 
operator enjoys the best possible view of the load, the 
vessel and the quay. It is easy to pick up loads quickly 
and precisely, and put them down again with great ac-
curacy. Tasks couldn’t be easier for crane operators. 

THE TUKAN SAVES MONEY
Ardelt has integrated more clever features into the 
Tukan’s concept: its counterweight compensation 
system. Its four-part boom system is combined with 
a mobile counterweight which moves along an arc. 
When the outreach changes, the counterweight pro-
vides dead-weight compensation. The centre of gravity 
of the jib system remains near to the axis of rotation in 
every position and minimises load on the slewing joint. 
The effect of dead-weight compensation also reduces 
stress on the luffing mechanism. Both of these fea-
tures mean minimal wear and reduced cost.

VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL
With its modular building-block concept, the Tukan 
offers numerous possibilities and advantages. This 
concept encompasses various different gantries, lift-
ing mechanisms and boom systems, load suspension 
devices and much more. Equipped with a high gantry, 
it is easy to drive under, and a rail-mounted chassis 
allows it to move under full load without outriggers. Its 
load suspension devices are quick to change and the 
Tukan adapts perfectly to the ambient infrastructure 
and the tasks given to it.

MULTIPURPOSE AND GENERAL CARGO 
HANDLING. THE TUKAN M: THE VERSATILITY 
OF A DOUBLE JIB CRANE.

Multipurpose and general cargo handling are primary 
tasks in global goods handling. Multipurpose solutions 
are a requirement at any successful terminal – adap-
tation to the existing infrastructure is essential. 

8 TUKAN M

The Tukan M (Multipurpose) is our professional 
all-rounder crane for efficient, versatile and reliable 
handling. 

SHORT AND QUICK – THE IDEAL LOAD PATH
Ardelt invented the double jib principle for level luffing 
cranes in 1932. Since then, the company has built 
thousands of cranes based on that principle and has 
continued to develop it. The Tukan’s double jib luffing 
system is the basis of its outstanding handling perform-
ance. It guarantees that the boom tip always remains 
at the same height and always close to the load, while 
achieving an almost horizontal load path. This it does 
purely mechanically, whatever the load. The lifting mech-
anism does not perform any additional, unwanted move-
ments. This in turn saves lifting-mechanism energy. A 
crane could not be more efficient in the way it works.

THE CRANE FOR CRANE OPERATORS
Because of the geometry of the double jib, the cable 
between the boom tip and the load is extremely short. 
Thanks to a broad base, the cable is optimally routed, 
giving the crane operator the best possible control. A 
Tukan’s load remains stable with an absolute minimum 

SHIPBUILDING.
THE KRANICH: FOR BIG MOVEMENTS.

Cranes operating at the world’s shipyards have to adapt 
to the requirements of each location. Ardelt offers its 
shipyard cranes in a number of different versions to 
meet specific customer demands – the efficient double 
jib cranes as well as lightweight single jib models. 

8 KRANICH: FLYING HIGH

The Kranich is Ardelt’s all-rounder for the shipbuilding 
industry. It is a lightweight crane, which means it can 
be used on crane tracks that cannot withstand a lot of 
load. As an all-rounder it can be fitted with all kinds of 
load suspension devices: as well as the hooks typical of 
shipyards, it can carry a spreader and a lifting magnet. 
The Kranich plays a big role in shipbuilding, mastering 
extreme lifting heights and long reaches – crucial as 
vessels are getting bigger every year. 
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CRANES FROM ARDELT FOR 
PROFESSIONAL BULK HANDLING.   
WHEN EVERY CENT PER TONNE MATTERS. 

In bulk handling it is the efficiency of a crane that is 
crucial: in other words, how quickly can bulk goods be 
trans-shipped and at what cost? Environmental 
protection is also playing an ever greater role. Dust 
emissions have to be avoided and energy-saving 
methods are preferred. 

8 TUKAN B

The Tukan B (Bulk) is Ardelt’s durable, efficient double 
jib crane designed especially for bulk goods, but not 
without the benefits of the Tukan M.  

THE ECO-FRIENDLY, ENERGY-SAVING CRANE
Ardelt employs fully electrical drive concepts. The com-
bination of the efficient double jib principle and fully 
electric drive engineering guarantees a high level of 
efficiency and the lowest possible maintenance levels. 
An innovative energy management system makes an 
excellent addition to this combination, enabling the 
Tukan to either utilise the energy generated by the 
lowering and braking processes itself to feed it directly 
back into the mains. A Tukan is especially economical. 
Its fully electrical drive concept means less mainte-
nance and no harmful hydraulic oil. This energy-saving 
crane can save up to 30% compared to electrical 
systems without energy feedback. Diesel-driven slewing 
cranes need as much as 500% more energy. The crane 
is extremely quiet and produces no exhaust emission. 

Not every solution and not every kind of handling de-
mands a cable crane. A handling device which can 
transmit force directly between the arm and load sus-
pension device is especially useful if you need to 
squeeze or press goods. 

8 PELIKAN: PRECISION BENEFITS

The Pelikan is a handling system for bulk goods that 
have to be compressed and for goods that have to be 
positioned quickly and very accurately. It is a balancer 
handling system that Ardelt offers for low to medium 
handling rates of 200 to 800 tonnes per hour and for 
unit handling weights of between 4 and 25 tonnes.

The great advantage of the Pelikan is the direct mechan-
ical connection between the jib system and the grab. 
This means there is none of the swinging experienced 
with cable cranes, in addition the grab can be utilised 
to compress material. This is essential when it comes 
to handling goods such as scrap. The Pelikan can move 
more scrap per cycle than other cranes. It is also ideal 
for loading and unloading bulky logs. Logs can be pos-
itioned accurately with the Pelikan and narrow pas-
sages don’t present a problem.

SAVE ON BALANCE
Ardelt utilises a balancer principle for the Pelikan in 
which the jib’s own mass is balanced by a mechan-
ically coupled counterweight – entirely independently 
of the position of the boom tip. Energy is needed only 
for the movement itself – holding the boom system in 
place does not require any additional energy. This kind 
of balanced system requires less drive power and is 
an intelligent investment. 

6 Double jib level luffing cranes at Blohm + Voss shipyard in Hamburg/Germany   6 The Kranich in action at a shipyard 6 Tukan with an asymmetrical gantry

8 TUKAN S: ACCURATE HANDLING

The Tukan S (Shipyard) guarantees precision handling 
on account of its double jib principle with short cables 
and only minimal pendulum swing. Its positional 
accuracy makes it ideal for handling material and com-
ponents that have to be set down with great accuracy 
– as is the case in shipbuilding. 

The Tukan S differs from the Tukan M, B and K on 
account of its lighter construction and shipyard-com-
patible design, its working speeds suited to assembly 
and its optional auxiliary hoist.

The auxiliary hoist allows quick work under partial loads 
and enables the crane operator to align a component 
perfectly while still in the air and to turn smaller parts. 

The Pelikan has a mechanical hybrid system and 
an electro-hydraulic drive system, making it a highly 
efficient device. We employ electrical drive concepts, 
meaning our systems are exhaust-free and quiet as 
well as eco-friendly. 

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE
The Pelikan is an outstanding multipurpose system 
which can be adapted to a wide range of require-
ments, not only in terms of the load-carrying devices 
it can use but also in the choice of gantry and base. 

The Pelikan benefits from the diverse range of mod-
ules available for our slewing cranes, as well as other 
devices made by Kranunion. We can offer the Pelikan 
on caterpillar tracks, gantries, pedestals and other 
types of support. 

6 Load suspension devices

spreader beam cable grab motor grab

lifting magnet fixed or telescopic 
spreader

turning gear

6 Double jib principle: short cable length, reduced pendulum swinging

6 The Pelikan at work6 Different types of gantry for the Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: PURE EFFICIENCY

The Tukan K is the solution for bulk handling. With a 
handling rate of up to 2,000 tonnes per hour and the 
lowest cost per tonne, it is a bulk-handling pro with an 
integrated hopper. 

SHORT DISTANCES SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The integrated hopper has a key advantage in bulk 
handling: it provides the shortest possible path be-
tween the vessel and the hopper. Short distances 
save time and money. That also applies of course to 
the bulk goods onward progress when it is taken 
away on the quay. 

The Tukan K’s short load path, defined by its double jib, 
and the hopper integrated into its high gantry com-
bine perfectly for efficient bulk handling. The Tukan K 
picks up the goods in the vessel and transports them 
into its hopper mounted out front. This means that the 
Tukan K does not need to turn. This is much less tiring 
for the crane operator who can always see the grab 
perfectly. Because there is no more slewing move-
ment, the stresses such movements generate are 
eliminated. This is good for the Tukan’s lifespan.

THE CRANE FOR OPERATORS
Its high gantry with hopper is ideal for an unrestricted 
logistical process on the quay. Mobile port cranes with 
outriggers, by comparison, block wharfage and tie up 
valuable space. The Tukan gantry crane with hopper 
provides uninhibited access for trains, trucks and simi-
lar traffic, which is hugely convenient when it comes to 
carrying away bulk goods by the shortest and quickest 
route. 

As well as enjoying extremely fast handling and direct 
outwards transport, a terminal equipped with Tukan K 
cranes has the advantage that several Tukans can be 
lined up close to one another, as they do not have to 
turn. More Tukan K cranes can be used on a ship than 
comparable slewing or mobile cranes. As a result ter-
minals with short quays can be upgraded into high-
performance operations and, as with short distances, 
a short lay time saves a lot of money. 

To reduce the time lost by changing grabs, Ardelt has 
developed a grab-filling optimisation system. This en-
sures that the grab is always filled to the right level for 
the density of the bulk cargo involved. This prevents 
the crane shutting down due to overload and means 
you no longer have to switch between different sizes 
of grab. 

THE TUKAN K: EQUALLING SHIP UNLOADERS
With a handling rate of around 2,000 tonnes per hour 
the Tukan K can easily keep up with ship unloaders, 
yet its investment cost is only around 70% and its 
operating costs are also much lower. 

The Tukan K offers the shortest possible load path 
combined with perfect landside logistics and ultimate 
performance within a small footprint. 

Categorised as A8, the Tukan K is our premium model 
and is the senior member of Ardelt’s Tukan product 
family. 

6 Perfect logistics and the shortest load paths with Tukan K cranes 6 Ideal visibility on the Tukan K 6 Tukan K cranes handling goods at Brunsbüttel/Germany 6  Tukan B with high gantry: handling coal with a grab

6 The Pelikan: balanced across its entire working range 

6 Life-cycle costs compared
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Ardelt has developed efficient dust protection systems 
for bulk handling. We offer a simple, but effective 
mechanical system for inhibiting dust, as well as active 
filter systems and spray mist systems.

FOR A LONG AND EFFICIENT LIFETIME 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
The Tukan B is an eco-friendly, economical bulk crane. 
We use the highest-quality components and very high-
grade steel structure and drives, guaranteeing that your 
acquisition will last for a long time and require little main-
tenance. Return on investment is quickly achieved.

8 KONDOR: SERVICE-FRIENDLY 
AND LONG-LASTING

The Kondor has a double jib combined with a block col-
umn. It is designed for locations where cranes have to 
be especially service-friendly. This applies, for instance, 
to areas in which there are fewer assembly cranes. 
What is special about the Kondor is that even after dec-
ades of carrying loads, the bearings on the rotating part 
of the block column can be replaced without disman-
tling the entire rotating mechanism – and this can be 
done without using an assembly crane. 

More than 3,000 double jib level slewing cranes are 
currently in use – a number which speaks for itself.
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of bounce, swing or cable (field) rotation. The crane 
operator enjoys the best possible view of the load, the 
vessel and the quay. It is easy to pick up loads quickly 
and precisely, and put them down again with great ac-
curacy. Tasks couldn’t be easier for crane operators. 

THE TUKAN SAVES MONEY
Ardelt has integrated more clever features into the 
Tukan’s concept: its counterweight compensation 
system. Its four-part boom system is combined with 
a mobile counterweight which moves along an arc. 
When the outreach changes, the counterweight pro-
vides dead-weight compensation. The centre of gravity 
of the jib system remains near to the axis of rotation in 
every position and minimises load on the slewing joint. 
The effect of dead-weight compensation also reduces 
stress on the luffing mechanism. Both of these fea-
tures mean minimal wear and reduced cost.

VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL
With its modular building-block concept, the Tukan 
offers numerous possibilities and advantages. This 
concept encompasses various different gantries, lift-
ing mechanisms and boom systems, load suspension 
devices and much more. Equipped with a high gantry, 
it is easy to drive under, and a rail-mounted chassis 
allows it to move under full load without outriggers. Its 
load suspension devices are quick to change and the 
Tukan adapts perfectly to the ambient infrastructure 
and the tasks given to it.

MULTIPURPOSE AND GENERAL CARGO 
HANDLING. THE TUKAN M: THE VERSATILITY 
OF A DOUBLE JIB CRANE.

Multipurpose and general cargo handling are primary 
tasks in global goods handling. Multipurpose solutions 
are a requirement at any successful terminal – adap-
tation to the existing infrastructure is essential. 

8 TUKAN M

The Tukan M (Multipurpose) is our professional 
all-rounder crane for efficient, versatile and reliable 
handling. 

SHORT AND QUICK – THE IDEAL LOAD PATH
Ardelt invented the double jib principle for level luffing 
cranes in 1932. Since then, the company has built 
thousands of cranes based on that principle and has 
continued to develop it. The Tukan’s double jib luffing 
system is the basis of its outstanding handling perform-
ance. It guarantees that the boom tip always remains 
at the same height and always close to the load, while 
achieving an almost horizontal load path. This it does 
purely mechanically, whatever the load. The lifting mech-
anism does not perform any additional, unwanted move-
ments. This in turn saves lifting-mechanism energy. A 
crane could not be more efficient in the way it works.

THE CRANE FOR CRANE OPERATORS
Because of the geometry of the double jib, the cable 
between the boom tip and the load is extremely short. 
Thanks to a broad base, the cable is optimally routed, 
giving the crane operator the best possible control. A 
Tukan’s load remains stable with an absolute minimum 

SHIPBUILDING.
THE KRANICH: FOR BIG MOVEMENTS.

Cranes operating at the world’s shipyards have to adapt 
to the requirements of each location. Ardelt offers its 
shipyard cranes in a number of different versions to 
meet specific customer demands – the efficient double 
jib cranes as well as lightweight single jib models. 

8 KRANICH: FLYING HIGH

The Kranich is Ardelt’s all-rounder for the shipbuilding 
industry. It is a lightweight crane, which means it can 
be used on crane tracks that cannot withstand a lot of 
load. As an all-rounder it can be fitted with all kinds of 
load suspension devices: as well as the hooks typical of 
shipyards, it can carry a spreader and a lifting magnet. 
The Kranich plays a big role in shipbuilding, mastering 
extreme lifting heights and long reaches – crucial as 
vessels are getting bigger every year. 
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CRANES FROM ARDELT FOR 
PROFESSIONAL BULK HANDLING.   
WHEN EVERY CENT PER TONNE MATTERS. 

In bulk handling it is the efficiency of a crane that is 
crucial: in other words, how quickly can bulk goods be 
trans-shipped and at what cost? Environmental 
protection is also playing an ever greater role. Dust 
emissions have to be avoided and energy-saving 
methods are preferred. 

8 TUKAN B

The Tukan B (Bulk) is Ardelt’s durable, efficient double 
jib crane designed especially for bulk goods, but not 
without the benefits of the Tukan M.  

THE ECO-FRIENDLY, ENERGY-SAVING CRANE
Ardelt employs fully electrical drive concepts. The com-
bination of the efficient double jib principle and fully 
electric drive engineering guarantees a high level of 
efficiency and the lowest possible maintenance levels. 
An innovative energy management system makes an 
excellent addition to this combination, enabling the 
Tukan to either utilise the energy generated by the 
lowering and braking processes itself to feed it directly 
back into the mains. A Tukan is especially economical. 
Its fully electrical drive concept means less mainte-
nance and no harmful hydraulic oil. This energy-saving 
crane can save up to 30% compared to electrical 
systems without energy feedback. Diesel-driven slewing 
cranes need as much as 500% more energy. The crane 
is extremely quiet and produces no exhaust emission. 

Not every solution and not every kind of handling de-
mands a cable crane. A handling device which can 
transmit force directly between the arm and load sus-
pension device is especially useful if you need to 
squeeze or press goods. 

8 PELIKAN: PRECISION BENEFITS

The Pelikan is a handling system for bulk goods that 
have to be compressed and for goods that have to be 
positioned quickly and very accurately. It is a balancer 
handling system that Ardelt offers for low to medium 
handling rates of 200 to 800 tonnes per hour and for 
unit handling weights of between 4 and 25 tonnes.

The great advantage of the Pelikan is the direct mechan-
ical connection between the jib system and the grab. 
This means there is none of the swinging experienced 
with cable cranes, in addition the grab can be utilised 
to compress material. This is essential when it comes 
to handling goods such as scrap. The Pelikan can move 
more scrap per cycle than other cranes. It is also ideal 
for loading and unloading bulky logs. Logs can be pos-
itioned accurately with the Pelikan and narrow pas-
sages don’t present a problem.

SAVE ON BALANCE
Ardelt utilises a balancer principle for the Pelikan in 
which the jib’s own mass is balanced by a mechan-
ically coupled counterweight – entirely independently 
of the position of the boom tip. Energy is needed only 
for the movement itself – holding the boom system in 
place does not require any additional energy. This kind 
of balanced system requires less drive power and is 
an intelligent investment. 

6 Double jib level luffing cranes at Blohm + Voss shipyard in Hamburg/Germany   6 The Kranich in action at a shipyard 6 Tukan with an asymmetrical gantry

8 TUKAN S: ACCURATE HANDLING

The Tukan S (Shipyard) guarantees precision handling 
on account of its double jib principle with short cables 
and only minimal pendulum swing. Its positional 
accuracy makes it ideal for handling material and com-
ponents that have to be set down with great accuracy 
– as is the case in shipbuilding. 

The Tukan S differs from the Tukan M, B and K on 
account of its lighter construction and shipyard-com-
patible design, its working speeds suited to assembly 
and its optional auxiliary hoist.

The auxiliary hoist allows quick work under partial loads 
and enables the crane operator to align a component 
perfectly while still in the air and to turn smaller parts. 

The Pelikan has a mechanical hybrid system and 
an electro-hydraulic drive system, making it a highly 
efficient device. We employ electrical drive concepts, 
meaning our systems are exhaust-free and quiet as 
well as eco-friendly. 

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE
The Pelikan is an outstanding multipurpose system 
which can be adapted to a wide range of require-
ments, not only in terms of the load-carrying devices 
it can use but also in the choice of gantry and base. 

The Pelikan benefits from the diverse range of mod-
ules available for our slewing cranes, as well as other 
devices made by Kranunion. We can offer the Pelikan 
on caterpillar tracks, gantries, pedestals and other 
types of support. 

6 Load suspension devices

spreader beam cable grab motor grab

lifting magnet fixed or telescopic 
spreader

turning gear

6 Double jib principle: short cable length, reduced pendulum swinging

6 The Pelikan at work6 Different types of gantry for the Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: PURE EFFICIENCY

The Tukan K is the solution for bulk handling. With a 
handling rate of up to 2,000 tonnes per hour and the 
lowest cost per tonne, it is a bulk-handling pro with an 
integrated hopper. 

SHORT DISTANCES SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The integrated hopper has a key advantage in bulk 
handling: it provides the shortest possible path be-
tween the vessel and the hopper. Short distances 
save time and money. That also applies of course to 
the bulk goods onward progress when it is taken 
away on the quay. 

The Tukan K’s short load path, defined by its double jib, 
and the hopper integrated into its high gantry com-
bine perfectly for efficient bulk handling. The Tukan K 
picks up the goods in the vessel and transports them 
into its hopper mounted out front. This means that the 
Tukan K does not need to turn. This is much less tiring 
for the crane operator who can always see the grab 
perfectly. Because there is no more slewing move-
ment, the stresses such movements generate are 
eliminated. This is good for the Tukan’s lifespan.

THE CRANE FOR OPERATORS
Its high gantry with hopper is ideal for an unrestricted 
logistical process on the quay. Mobile port cranes with 
outriggers, by comparison, block wharfage and tie up 
valuable space. The Tukan gantry crane with hopper 
provides uninhibited access for trains, trucks and simi-
lar traffic, which is hugely convenient when it comes to 
carrying away bulk goods by the shortest and quickest 
route. 

As well as enjoying extremely fast handling and direct 
outwards transport, a terminal equipped with Tukan K 
cranes has the advantage that several Tukans can be 
lined up close to one another, as they do not have to 
turn. More Tukan K cranes can be used on a ship than 
comparable slewing or mobile cranes. As a result ter-
minals with short quays can be upgraded into high-
performance operations and, as with short distances, 
a short lay time saves a lot of money. 

To reduce the time lost by changing grabs, Ardelt has 
developed a grab-filling optimisation system. This en-
sures that the grab is always filled to the right level for 
the density of the bulk cargo involved. This prevents 
the crane shutting down due to overload and means 
you no longer have to switch between different sizes 
of grab. 

THE TUKAN K: EQUALLING SHIP UNLOADERS
With a handling rate of around 2,000 tonnes per hour 
the Tukan K can easily keep up with ship unloaders, 
yet its investment cost is only around 70% and its 
operating costs are also much lower. 

The Tukan K offers the shortest possible load path 
combined with perfect landside logistics and ultimate 
performance within a small footprint. 

Categorised as A8, the Tukan K is our premium model 
and is the senior member of Ardelt’s Tukan product 
family. 

6 Perfect logistics and the shortest load paths with Tukan K cranes 6 Ideal visibility on the Tukan K 6 Tukan K cranes handling goods at Brunsbüttel/Germany 6  Tukan B with high gantry: handling coal with a grab

6 The Pelikan: balanced across its entire working range 

6 Life-cycle costs compared
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Ardelt has developed efficient dust protection systems 
for bulk handling. We offer a simple, but effective 
mechanical system for inhibiting dust, as well as active 
filter systems and spray mist systems.

FOR A LONG AND EFFICIENT LIFETIME 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
The Tukan B is an eco-friendly, economical bulk crane. 
We use the highest-quality components and very high-
grade steel structure and drives, guaranteeing that your 
acquisition will last for a long time and require little main-
tenance. Return on investment is quickly achieved.

8 KONDOR: SERVICE-FRIENDLY 
AND LONG-LASTING

The Kondor has a double jib combined with a block col-
umn. It is designed for locations where cranes have to 
be especially service-friendly. This applies, for instance, 
to areas in which there are fewer assembly cranes. 
What is special about the Kondor is that even after dec-
ades of carrying loads, the bearings on the rotating part 
of the block column can be replaced without disman-
tling the entire rotating mechanism – and this can be 
done without using an assembly crane. 

More than 3,000 double jib level slewing cranes are 
currently in use – a number which speaks for itself.

ARDELT
PORT AND SHIPYARD
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of bounce, swing or cable (field) rotation. The crane 
operator enjoys the best possible view of the load, the 
vessel and the quay. It is easy to pick up loads quickly 
and precisely, and put them down again with great ac-
curacy. Tasks couldn’t be easier for crane operators. 

THE TUKAN SAVES MONEY
Ardelt has integrated more clever features into the 
Tukan’s concept: its counterweight compensation 
system. Its four-part boom system is combined with 
a mobile counterweight which moves along an arc. 
When the outreach changes, the counterweight pro-
vides dead-weight compensation. The centre of gravity 
of the jib system remains near to the axis of rotation in 
every position and minimises load on the slewing joint. 
The effect of dead-weight compensation also reduces 
stress on the luffing mechanism. Both of these fea-
tures mean minimal wear and reduced cost.

VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL
With its modular building-block concept, the Tukan 
offers numerous possibilities and advantages. This 
concept encompasses various different gantries, lift-
ing mechanisms and boom systems, load suspension 
devices and much more. Equipped with a high gantry, 
it is easy to drive under, and a rail-mounted chassis 
allows it to move under full load without outriggers. Its 
load suspension devices are quick to change and the 
Tukan adapts perfectly to the ambient infrastructure 
and the tasks given to it.

MULTIPURPOSE AND GENERAL CARGO 
HANDLING. THE TUKAN M: THE VERSATILITY 
OF A DOUBLE JIB CRANE.

Multipurpose and general cargo handling are primary 
tasks in global goods handling. Multipurpose solutions 
are a requirement at any successful terminal – adap-
tation to the existing infrastructure is essential. 

8 TUKAN M

The Tukan M (Multipurpose) is our professional 
all-rounder crane for efficient, versatile and reliable 
handling. 

SHORT AND QUICK – THE IDEAL LOAD PATH
Ardelt invented the double jib principle for level luffing 
cranes in 1932. Since then, the company has built 
thousands of cranes based on that principle and has 
continued to develop it. The Tukan’s double jib luffing 
system is the basis of its outstanding handling perform-
ance. It guarantees that the boom tip always remains 
at the same height and always close to the load, while 
achieving an almost horizontal load path. This it does 
purely mechanically, whatever the load. The lifting mech-
anism does not perform any additional, unwanted move-
ments. This in turn saves lifting-mechanism energy. A 
crane could not be more efficient in the way it works.

THE CRANE FOR CRANE OPERATORS
Because of the geometry of the double jib, the cable 
between the boom tip and the load is extremely short. 
Thanks to a broad base, the cable is optimally routed, 
giving the crane operator the best possible control. A 
Tukan’s load remains stable with an absolute minimum 

SHIPBUILDING.
THE KRANICH: FOR BIG MOVEMENTS.

Cranes operating at the world’s shipyards have to adapt 
to the requirements of each location. Ardelt offers its 
shipyard cranes in a number of different versions to 
meet specific customer demands – the efficient double 
jib cranes as well as lightweight single jib models. 

8 KRANICH: FLYING HIGH

The Kranich is Ardelt’s all-rounder for the shipbuilding 
industry. It is a lightweight crane, which means it can 
be used on crane tracks that cannot withstand a lot of 
load. As an all-rounder it can be fitted with all kinds of 
load suspension devices: as well as the hooks typical of 
shipyards, it can carry a spreader and a lifting magnet. 
The Kranich plays a big role in shipbuilding, mastering 
extreme lifting heights and long reaches – crucial as 
vessels are getting bigger every year. 
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CRANES FROM ARDELT FOR 
PROFESSIONAL BULK HANDLING.   
WHEN EVERY CENT PER TONNE MATTERS. 

In bulk handling it is the efficiency of a crane that is 
crucial: in other words, how quickly can bulk goods be 
trans-shipped and at what cost? Environmental 
protection is also playing an ever greater role. Dust 
emissions have to be avoided and energy-saving 
methods are preferred. 

8 TUKAN B

The Tukan B (Bulk) is Ardelt’s durable, efficient double 
jib crane designed especially for bulk goods, but not 
without the benefits of the Tukan M.  

THE ECO-FRIENDLY, ENERGY-SAVING CRANE
Ardelt employs fully electrical drive concepts. The com-
bination of the efficient double jib principle and fully 
electric drive engineering guarantees a high level of 
efficiency and the lowest possible maintenance levels. 
An innovative energy management system makes an 
excellent addition to this combination, enabling the 
Tukan to either utilise the energy generated by the 
lowering and braking processes itself to feed it directly 
back into the mains. A Tukan is especially economical. 
Its fully electrical drive concept means less mainte-
nance and no harmful hydraulic oil. This energy-saving 
crane can save up to 30% compared to electrical 
systems without energy feedback. Diesel-driven slewing 
cranes need as much as 500% more energy. The crane 
is extremely quiet and produces no exhaust emission. 

Not every solution and not every kind of handling de-
mands a cable crane. A handling device which can 
transmit force directly between the arm and load sus-
pension device is especially useful if you need to 
squeeze or press goods. 

8 PELIKAN: PRECISION BENEFITS

The Pelikan is a handling system for bulk goods that 
have to be compressed and for goods that have to be 
positioned quickly and very accurately. It is a balancer 
handling system that Ardelt offers for low to medium 
handling rates of 200 to 800 tonnes per hour and for 
unit handling weights of between 4 and 25 tonnes.

The great advantage of the Pelikan is the direct mechan-
ical connection between the jib system and the grab. 
This means there is none of the swinging experienced 
with cable cranes, in addition the grab can be utilised 
to compress material. This is essential when it comes 
to handling goods such as scrap. The Pelikan can move 
more scrap per cycle than other cranes. It is also ideal 
for loading and unloading bulky logs. Logs can be pos-
itioned accurately with the Pelikan and narrow pas-
sages don’t present a problem.

SAVE ON BALANCE
Ardelt utilises a balancer principle for the Pelikan in 
which the jib’s own mass is balanced by a mechan-
ically coupled counterweight – entirely independently 
of the position of the boom tip. Energy is needed only 
for the movement itself – holding the boom system in 
place does not require any additional energy. This kind 
of balanced system requires less drive power and is 
an intelligent investment. 

6 Double jib level luffing cranes at Blohm + Voss shipyard in Hamburg/Germany   6 The Kranich in action at a shipyard 6 Tukan with an asymmetrical gantry

8 TUKAN S: ACCURATE HANDLING

The Tukan S (Shipyard) guarantees precision handling 
on account of its double jib principle with short cables 
and only minimal pendulum swing. Its positional 
accuracy makes it ideal for handling material and com-
ponents that have to be set down with great accuracy 
– as is the case in shipbuilding. 

The Tukan S differs from the Tukan M, B and K on 
account of its lighter construction and shipyard-com-
patible design, its working speeds suited to assembly 
and its optional auxiliary hoist.

The auxiliary hoist allows quick work under partial loads 
and enables the crane operator to align a component 
perfectly while still in the air and to turn smaller parts. 

The Pelikan has a mechanical hybrid system and 
an electro-hydraulic drive system, making it a highly 
efficient device. We employ electrical drive concepts, 
meaning our systems are exhaust-free and quiet as 
well as eco-friendly. 

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE
The Pelikan is an outstanding multipurpose system 
which can be adapted to a wide range of require-
ments, not only in terms of the load-carrying devices 
it can use but also in the choice of gantry and base. 

The Pelikan benefits from the diverse range of mod-
ules available for our slewing cranes, as well as other 
devices made by Kranunion. We can offer the Pelikan 
on caterpillar tracks, gantries, pedestals and other 
types of support. 

6 Load suspension devices

spreader beam cable grab motor grab

lifting magnet fixed or telescopic 
spreader

turning gear

6 Double jib principle: short cable length, reduced pendulum swinging

6 The Pelikan at work6 Different types of gantry for the Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: PURE EFFICIENCY

The Tukan K is the solution for bulk handling. With a 
handling rate of up to 2,000 tonnes per hour and the 
lowest cost per tonne, it is a bulk-handling pro with an 
integrated hopper. 

SHORT DISTANCES SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The integrated hopper has a key advantage in bulk 
handling: it provides the shortest possible path be-
tween the vessel and the hopper. Short distances 
save time and money. That also applies of course to 
the bulk goods onward progress when it is taken 
away on the quay. 

The Tukan K’s short load path, defined by its double jib, 
and the hopper integrated into its high gantry com-
bine perfectly for efficient bulk handling. The Tukan K 
picks up the goods in the vessel and transports them 
into its hopper mounted out front. This means that the 
Tukan K does not need to turn. This is much less tiring 
for the crane operator who can always see the grab 
perfectly. Because there is no more slewing move-
ment, the stresses such movements generate are 
eliminated. This is good for the Tukan’s lifespan.

THE CRANE FOR OPERATORS
Its high gantry with hopper is ideal for an unrestricted 
logistical process on the quay. Mobile port cranes with 
outriggers, by comparison, block wharfage and tie up 
valuable space. The Tukan gantry crane with hopper 
provides uninhibited access for trains, trucks and simi-
lar traffic, which is hugely convenient when it comes to 
carrying away bulk goods by the shortest and quickest 
route. 

As well as enjoying extremely fast handling and direct 
outwards transport, a terminal equipped with Tukan K 
cranes has the advantage that several Tukans can be 
lined up close to one another, as they do not have to 
turn. More Tukan K cranes can be used on a ship than 
comparable slewing or mobile cranes. As a result ter-
minals with short quays can be upgraded into high-
performance operations and, as with short distances, 
a short lay time saves a lot of money. 

To reduce the time lost by changing grabs, Ardelt has 
developed a grab-filling optimisation system. This en-
sures that the grab is always filled to the right level for 
the density of the bulk cargo involved. This prevents 
the crane shutting down due to overload and means 
you no longer have to switch between different sizes 
of grab. 

THE TUKAN K: EQUALLING SHIP UNLOADERS
With a handling rate of around 2,000 tonnes per hour 
the Tukan K can easily keep up with ship unloaders, 
yet its investment cost is only around 70% and its 
operating costs are also much lower. 

The Tukan K offers the shortest possible load path 
combined with perfect landside logistics and ultimate 
performance within a small footprint. 

Categorised as A8, the Tukan K is our premium model 
and is the senior member of Ardelt’s Tukan product 
family. 

6 Perfect logistics and the shortest load paths with Tukan K cranes 6 Ideal visibility on the Tukan K 6 Tukan K cranes handling goods at Brunsbüttel/Germany 6  Tukan B with high gantry: handling coal with a grab

6 The Pelikan: balanced across its entire working range 

6 Life-cycle costs compared
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Ardelt has developed efficient dust protection systems 
for bulk handling. We offer a simple, but effective 
mechanical system for inhibiting dust, as well as active 
filter systems and spray mist systems.

FOR A LONG AND EFFICIENT LIFETIME 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
The Tukan B is an eco-friendly, economical bulk crane. 
We use the highest-quality components and very high-
grade steel structure and drives, guaranteeing that your 
acquisition will last for a long time and require little main-
tenance. Return on investment is quickly achieved.

8 KONDOR: SERVICE-FRIENDLY 
AND LONG-LASTING

The Kondor has a double jib combined with a block col-
umn. It is designed for locations where cranes have to 
be especially service-friendly. This applies, for instance, 
to areas in which there are fewer assembly cranes. 
What is special about the Kondor is that even after dec-
ades of carrying loads, the bearings on the rotating part 
of the block column can be replaced without disman-
tling the entire rotating mechanism – and this can be 
done without using an assembly crane. 

More than 3,000 double jib level slewing cranes are 
currently in use – a number which speaks for itself.
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of bounce, swing or cable (field) rotation. The crane 
operator enjoys the best possible view of the load, the 
vessel and the quay. It is easy to pick up loads quickly 
and precisely, and put them down again with great ac-
curacy. Tasks couldn’t be easier for crane operators. 

THE TUKAN SAVES MONEY
Ardelt has integrated more clever features into the 
Tukan’s concept: its counterweight compensation 
system. Its four-part boom system is combined with 
a mobile counterweight which moves along an arc. 
When the outreach changes, the counterweight pro-
vides dead-weight compensation. The centre of gravity 
of the jib system remains near to the axis of rotation in 
every position and minimises load on the slewing joint. 
The effect of dead-weight compensation also reduces 
stress on the luffing mechanism. Both of these fea-
tures mean minimal wear and reduced cost.

VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL
With its modular building-block concept, the Tukan 
offers numerous possibilities and advantages. This 
concept encompasses various different gantries, lift-
ing mechanisms and boom systems, load suspension 
devices and much more. Equipped with a high gantry, 
it is easy to drive under, and a rail-mounted chassis 
allows it to move under full load without outriggers. Its 
load suspension devices are quick to change and the 
Tukan adapts perfectly to the ambient infrastructure 
and the tasks given to it.

MULTIPURPOSE AND GENERAL CARGO 
HANDLING. THE TUKAN M: THE VERSATILITY 
OF A DOUBLE JIB CRANE.

Multipurpose and general cargo handling are primary 
tasks in global goods handling. Multipurpose solutions 
are a requirement at any successful terminal – adap-
tation to the existing infrastructure is essential. 

8 TUKAN M

The Tukan M (Multipurpose) is our professional 
all-rounder crane for efficient, versatile and reliable 
handling. 

SHORT AND QUICK – THE IDEAL LOAD PATH
Ardelt invented the double jib principle for level luffing 
cranes in 1932. Since then, the company has built 
thousands of cranes based on that principle and has 
continued to develop it. The Tukan’s double jib luffing 
system is the basis of its outstanding handling perform-
ance. It guarantees that the boom tip always remains 
at the same height and always close to the load, while 
achieving an almost horizontal load path. This it does 
purely mechanically, whatever the load. The lifting mech-
anism does not perform any additional, unwanted move-
ments. This in turn saves lifting-mechanism energy. A 
crane could not be more efficient in the way it works.

THE CRANE FOR CRANE OPERATORS
Because of the geometry of the double jib, the cable 
between the boom tip and the load is extremely short. 
Thanks to a broad base, the cable is optimally routed, 
giving the crane operator the best possible control. A 
Tukan’s load remains stable with an absolute minimum 

SHIPBUILDING.
THE KRANICH: FOR BIG MOVEMENTS.

Cranes operating at the world’s shipyards have to adapt 
to the requirements of each location. Ardelt offers its 
shipyard cranes in a number of different versions to 
meet specific customer demands – the efficient double 
jib cranes as well as lightweight single jib models. 

8 KRANICH: FLYING HIGH

The Kranich is Ardelt’s all-rounder for the shipbuilding 
industry. It is a lightweight crane, which means it can 
be used on crane tracks that cannot withstand a lot of 
load. As an all-rounder it can be fitted with all kinds of 
load suspension devices: as well as the hooks typical of 
shipyards, it can carry a spreader and a lifting magnet. 
The Kranich plays a big role in shipbuilding, mastering 
extreme lifting heights and long reaches – crucial as 
vessels are getting bigger every year. 
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CRANES FROM ARDELT FOR 
PROFESSIONAL BULK HANDLING.   
WHEN EVERY CENT PER TONNE MATTERS. 

In bulk handling it is the efficiency of a crane that is 
crucial: in other words, how quickly can bulk goods be 
trans-shipped and at what cost? Environmental 
protection is also playing an ever greater role. Dust 
emissions have to be avoided and energy-saving 
methods are preferred. 

8 TUKAN B

The Tukan B (Bulk) is Ardelt’s durable, efficient double 
jib crane designed especially for bulk goods, but not 
without the benefits of the Tukan M.  

THE ECO-FRIENDLY, ENERGY-SAVING CRANE
Ardelt employs fully electrical drive concepts. The com-
bination of the efficient double jib principle and fully 
electric drive engineering guarantees a high level of 
efficiency and the lowest possible maintenance levels. 
An innovative energy management system makes an 
excellent addition to this combination, enabling the 
Tukan to either utilise the energy generated by the 
lowering and braking processes itself to feed it directly 
back into the mains. A Tukan is especially economical. 
Its fully electrical drive concept means less mainte-
nance and no harmful hydraulic oil. This energy-saving 
crane can save up to 30% compared to electrical 
systems without energy feedback. Diesel-driven slewing 
cranes need as much as 500% more energy. The crane 
is extremely quiet and produces no exhaust emission. 

Not every solution and not every kind of handling de-
mands a cable crane. A handling device which can 
transmit force directly between the arm and load sus-
pension device is especially useful if you need to 
squeeze or press goods. 

8 PELIKAN: PRECISION BENEFITS

The Pelikan is a handling system for bulk goods that 
have to be compressed and for goods that have to be 
positioned quickly and very accurately. It is a balancer 
handling system that Ardelt offers for low to medium 
handling rates of 200 to 800 tonnes per hour and for 
unit handling weights of between 4 and 25 tonnes.

The great advantage of the Pelikan is the direct mechan-
ical connection between the jib system and the grab. 
This means there is none of the swinging experienced 
with cable cranes, in addition the grab can be utilised 
to compress material. This is essential when it comes 
to handling goods such as scrap. The Pelikan can move 
more scrap per cycle than other cranes. It is also ideal 
for loading and unloading bulky logs. Logs can be pos-
itioned accurately with the Pelikan and narrow pas-
sages don’t present a problem.

SAVE ON BALANCE
Ardelt utilises a balancer principle for the Pelikan in 
which the jib’s own mass is balanced by a mechan-
ically coupled counterweight – entirely independently 
of the position of the boom tip. Energy is needed only 
for the movement itself – holding the boom system in 
place does not require any additional energy. This kind 
of balanced system requires less drive power and is 
an intelligent investment. 

6 Double jib level luffing cranes at Blohm + Voss shipyard in Hamburg/Germany   6 The Kranich in action at a shipyard 6 Tukan with an asymmetrical gantry

8 TUKAN S: ACCURATE HANDLING

The Tukan S (Shipyard) guarantees precision handling 
on account of its double jib principle with short cables 
and only minimal pendulum swing. Its positional 
accuracy makes it ideal for handling material and com-
ponents that have to be set down with great accuracy 
– as is the case in shipbuilding. 

The Tukan S differs from the Tukan M, B and K on 
account of its lighter construction and shipyard-com-
patible design, its working speeds suited to assembly 
and its optional auxiliary hoist.

The auxiliary hoist allows quick work under partial loads 
and enables the crane operator to align a component 
perfectly while still in the air and to turn smaller parts. 

The Pelikan has a mechanical hybrid system and 
an electro-hydraulic drive system, making it a highly 
efficient device. We employ electrical drive concepts, 
meaning our systems are exhaust-free and quiet as 
well as eco-friendly. 

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE
The Pelikan is an outstanding multipurpose system 
which can be adapted to a wide range of require-
ments, not only in terms of the load-carrying devices 
it can use but also in the choice of gantry and base. 

The Pelikan benefits from the diverse range of mod-
ules available for our slewing cranes, as well as other 
devices made by Kranunion. We can offer the Pelikan 
on caterpillar tracks, gantries, pedestals and other 
types of support. 

6 Load suspension devices

spreader beam cable grab motor grab

lifting magnet fixed or telescopic 
spreader

turning gear

6 Double jib principle: short cable length, reduced pendulum swinging

6 The Pelikan at work6 Different types of gantry for the Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: PURE EFFICIENCY

The Tukan K is the solution for bulk handling. With a 
handling rate of up to 2,000 tonnes per hour and the 
lowest cost per tonne, it is a bulk-handling pro with an 
integrated hopper. 

SHORT DISTANCES SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The integrated hopper has a key advantage in bulk 
handling: it provides the shortest possible path be-
tween the vessel and the hopper. Short distances 
save time and money. That also applies of course to 
the bulk goods onward progress when it is taken 
away on the quay. 

The Tukan K’s short load path, defined by its double jib, 
and the hopper integrated into its high gantry com-
bine perfectly for efficient bulk handling. The Tukan K 
picks up the goods in the vessel and transports them 
into its hopper mounted out front. This means that the 
Tukan K does not need to turn. This is much less tiring 
for the crane operator who can always see the grab 
perfectly. Because there is no more slewing move-
ment, the stresses such movements generate are 
eliminated. This is good for the Tukan’s lifespan.

THE CRANE FOR OPERATORS
Its high gantry with hopper is ideal for an unrestricted 
logistical process on the quay. Mobile port cranes with 
outriggers, by comparison, block wharfage and tie up 
valuable space. The Tukan gantry crane with hopper 
provides uninhibited access for trains, trucks and simi-
lar traffic, which is hugely convenient when it comes to 
carrying away bulk goods by the shortest and quickest 
route. 

As well as enjoying extremely fast handling and direct 
outwards transport, a terminal equipped with Tukan K 
cranes has the advantage that several Tukans can be 
lined up close to one another, as they do not have to 
turn. More Tukan K cranes can be used on a ship than 
comparable slewing or mobile cranes. As a result ter-
minals with short quays can be upgraded into high-
performance operations and, as with short distances, 
a short lay time saves a lot of money. 

To reduce the time lost by changing grabs, Ardelt has 
developed a grab-filling optimisation system. This en-
sures that the grab is always filled to the right level for 
the density of the bulk cargo involved. This prevents 
the crane shutting down due to overload and means 
you no longer have to switch between different sizes 
of grab. 

THE TUKAN K: EQUALLING SHIP UNLOADERS
With a handling rate of around 2,000 tonnes per hour 
the Tukan K can easily keep up with ship unloaders, 
yet its investment cost is only around 70% and its 
operating costs are also much lower. 

The Tukan K offers the shortest possible load path 
combined with perfect landside logistics and ultimate 
performance within a small footprint. 

Categorised as A8, the Tukan K is our premium model 
and is the senior member of Ardelt’s Tukan product 
family. 

6 Perfect logistics and the shortest load paths with Tukan K cranes 6 Ideal visibility on the Tukan K 6 Tukan K cranes handling goods at Brunsbüttel/Germany 6  Tukan B with high gantry: handling coal with a grab

6 The Pelikan: balanced across its entire working range 

6 Life-cycle costs compared
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Ardelt has developed efficient dust protection systems 
for bulk handling. We offer a simple, but effective 
mechanical system for inhibiting dust, as well as active 
filter systems and spray mist systems.

FOR A LONG AND EFFICIENT LIFETIME 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
The Tukan B is an eco-friendly, economical bulk crane. 
We use the highest-quality components and very high-
grade steel structure and drives, guaranteeing that your 
acquisition will last for a long time and require little main-
tenance. Return on investment is quickly achieved.

8 KONDOR: SERVICE-FRIENDLY 
AND LONG-LASTING

The Kondor has a double jib combined with a block col-
umn. It is designed for locations where cranes have to 
be especially service-friendly. This applies, for instance, 
to areas in which there are fewer assembly cranes. 
What is special about the Kondor is that even after dec-
ades of carrying loads, the bearings on the rotating part 
of the block column can be replaced without disman-
tling the entire rotating mechanism – and this can be 
done without using an assembly crane. 

More than 3,000 double jib level slewing cranes are 
currently in use – a number which speaks for itself.

ARDELT
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of bounce, swing or cable (field) rotation. The crane 
operator enjoys the best possible view of the load, the 
vessel and the quay. It is easy to pick up loads quickly 
and precisely, and put them down again with great ac-
curacy. Tasks couldn’t be easier for crane operators. 

THE TUKAN SAVES MONEY
Ardelt has integrated more clever features into the 
Tukan’s concept: its counterweight compensation 
system. Its four-part boom system is combined with 
a mobile counterweight which moves along an arc. 
When the outreach changes, the counterweight pro-
vides dead-weight compensation. The centre of gravity 
of the jib system remains near to the axis of rotation in 
every position and minimises load on the slewing joint. 
The effect of dead-weight compensation also reduces 
stress on the luffing mechanism. Both of these fea-
tures mean minimal wear and reduced cost.

VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL
With its modular building-block concept, the Tukan 
offers numerous possibilities and advantages. This 
concept encompasses various different gantries, lift-
ing mechanisms and boom systems, load suspension 
devices and much more. Equipped with a high gantry, 
it is easy to drive under, and a rail-mounted chassis 
allows it to move under full load without outriggers. Its 
load suspension devices are quick to change and the 
Tukan adapts perfectly to the ambient infrastructure 
and the tasks given to it.

MULTIPURPOSE AND GENERAL CARGO 
HANDLING. THE TUKAN M: THE VERSATILITY 
OF A DOUBLE JIB CRANE.

Multipurpose and general cargo handling are primary 
tasks in global goods handling. Multipurpose solutions 
are a requirement at any successful terminal – adap-
tation to the existing infrastructure is essential. 

8 TUKAN M

The Tukan M (Multipurpose) is our professional 
all-rounder crane for efficient, versatile and reliable 
handling. 

SHORT AND QUICK – THE IDEAL LOAD PATH
Ardelt invented the double jib principle for level luffing 
cranes in 1932. Since then, the company has built 
thousands of cranes based on that principle and has 
continued to develop it. The Tukan’s double jib luffing 
system is the basis of its outstanding handling perform-
ance. It guarantees that the boom tip always remains 
at the same height and always close to the load, while 
achieving an almost horizontal load path. This it does 
purely mechanically, whatever the load. The lifting mech-
anism does not perform any additional, unwanted move-
ments. This in turn saves lifting-mechanism energy. A 
crane could not be more efficient in the way it works.

THE CRANE FOR CRANE OPERATORS
Because of the geometry of the double jib, the cable 
between the boom tip and the load is extremely short. 
Thanks to a broad base, the cable is optimally routed, 
giving the crane operator the best possible control. A 
Tukan’s load remains stable with an absolute minimum 

SHIPBUILDING.
THE KRANICH: FOR BIG MOVEMENTS.

Cranes operating at the world’s shipyards have to adapt 
to the requirements of each location. Ardelt offers its 
shipyard cranes in a number of different versions to 
meet specific customer demands – the efficient double 
jib cranes as well as lightweight single jib models. 

8 KRANICH: FLYING HIGH

The Kranich is Ardelt’s all-rounder for the shipbuilding 
industry. It is a lightweight crane, which means it can 
be used on crane tracks that cannot withstand a lot of 
load. As an all-rounder it can be fitted with all kinds of 
load suspension devices: as well as the hooks typical of 
shipyards, it can carry a spreader and a lifting magnet. 
The Kranich plays a big role in shipbuilding, mastering 
extreme lifting heights and long reaches – crucial as 
vessels are getting bigger every year. 
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CRANES FROM ARDELT FOR 
PROFESSIONAL BULK HANDLING.   
WHEN EVERY CENT PER TONNE MATTERS. 

In bulk handling it is the efficiency of a crane that is 
crucial: in other words, how quickly can bulk goods be 
trans-shipped and at what cost? Environmental 
protection is also playing an ever greater role. Dust 
emissions have to be avoided and energy-saving 
methods are preferred. 

8 TUKAN B

The Tukan B (Bulk) is Ardelt’s durable, efficient double 
jib crane designed especially for bulk goods, but not 
without the benefits of the Tukan M.  

THE ECO-FRIENDLY, ENERGY-SAVING CRANE
Ardelt employs fully electrical drive concepts. The com-
bination of the efficient double jib principle and fully 
electric drive engineering guarantees a high level of 
efficiency and the lowest possible maintenance levels. 
An innovative energy management system makes an 
excellent addition to this combination, enabling the 
Tukan to either utilise the energy generated by the 
lowering and braking processes itself to feed it directly 
back into the mains. A Tukan is especially economical. 
Its fully electrical drive concept means less mainte-
nance and no harmful hydraulic oil. This energy-saving 
crane can save up to 30% compared to electrical 
systems without energy feedback. Diesel-driven slewing 
cranes need as much as 500% more energy. The crane 
is extremely quiet and produces no exhaust emission. 

Not every solution and not every kind of handling de-
mands a cable crane. A handling device which can 
transmit force directly between the arm and load sus-
pension device is especially useful if you need to 
squeeze or press goods. 

8 PELIKAN: PRECISION BENEFITS

The Pelikan is a handling system for bulk goods that 
have to be compressed and for goods that have to be 
positioned quickly and very accurately. It is a balancer 
handling system that Ardelt offers for low to medium 
handling rates of 200 to 800 tonnes per hour and for 
unit handling weights of between 4 and 25 tonnes.

The great advantage of the Pelikan is the direct mechan-
ical connection between the jib system and the grab. 
This means there is none of the swinging experienced 
with cable cranes, in addition the grab can be utilised 
to compress material. This is essential when it comes 
to handling goods such as scrap. The Pelikan can move 
more scrap per cycle than other cranes. It is also ideal 
for loading and unloading bulky logs. Logs can be pos-
itioned accurately with the Pelikan and narrow pas-
sages don’t present a problem.

SAVE ON BALANCE
Ardelt utilises a balancer principle for the Pelikan in 
which the jib’s own mass is balanced by a mechan-
ically coupled counterweight – entirely independently 
of the position of the boom tip. Energy is needed only 
for the movement itself – holding the boom system in 
place does not require any additional energy. This kind 
of balanced system requires less drive power and is 
an intelligent investment. 

6 Double jib level luffing cranes at Blohm + Voss shipyard in Hamburg/Germany   6 The Kranich in action at a shipyard 6 Tukan with an asymmetrical gantry

8 TUKAN S: ACCURATE HANDLING

The Tukan S (Shipyard) guarantees precision handling 
on account of its double jib principle with short cables 
and only minimal pendulum swing. Its positional 
accuracy makes it ideal for handling material and com-
ponents that have to be set down with great accuracy 
– as is the case in shipbuilding. 

The Tukan S differs from the Tukan M, B and K on 
account of its lighter construction and shipyard-com-
patible design, its working speeds suited to assembly 
and its optional auxiliary hoist.

The auxiliary hoist allows quick work under partial loads 
and enables the crane operator to align a component 
perfectly while still in the air and to turn smaller parts. 

The Pelikan has a mechanical hybrid system and 
an electro-hydraulic drive system, making it a highly 
efficient device. We employ electrical drive concepts, 
meaning our systems are exhaust-free and quiet as 
well as eco-friendly. 

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE
The Pelikan is an outstanding multipurpose system 
which can be adapted to a wide range of require-
ments, not only in terms of the load-carrying devices 
it can use but also in the choice of gantry and base. 

The Pelikan benefits from the diverse range of mod-
ules available for our slewing cranes, as well as other 
devices made by Kranunion. We can offer the Pelikan 
on caterpillar tracks, gantries, pedestals and other 
types of support. 

6 Load suspension devices

spreader beam cable grab motor grab

lifting magnet fixed or telescopic 
spreader

turning gear

6 Double jib principle: short cable length, reduced pendulum swinging

6 The Pelikan at work6 Different types of gantry for the Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: PURE EFFICIENCY

The Tukan K is the solution for bulk handling. With a 
handling rate of up to 2,000 tonnes per hour and the 
lowest cost per tonne, it is a bulk-handling pro with an 
integrated hopper. 

SHORT DISTANCES SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The integrated hopper has a key advantage in bulk 
handling: it provides the shortest possible path be-
tween the vessel and the hopper. Short distances 
save time and money. That also applies of course to 
the bulk goods onward progress when it is taken 
away on the quay. 

The Tukan K’s short load path, defined by its double jib, 
and the hopper integrated into its high gantry com-
bine perfectly for efficient bulk handling. The Tukan K 
picks up the goods in the vessel and transports them 
into its hopper mounted out front. This means that the 
Tukan K does not need to turn. This is much less tiring 
for the crane operator who can always see the grab 
perfectly. Because there is no more slewing move-
ment, the stresses such movements generate are 
eliminated. This is good for the Tukan’s lifespan.

THE CRANE FOR OPERATORS
Its high gantry with hopper is ideal for an unrestricted 
logistical process on the quay. Mobile port cranes with 
outriggers, by comparison, block wharfage and tie up 
valuable space. The Tukan gantry crane with hopper 
provides uninhibited access for trains, trucks and simi-
lar traffic, which is hugely convenient when it comes to 
carrying away bulk goods by the shortest and quickest 
route. 

As well as enjoying extremely fast handling and direct 
outwards transport, a terminal equipped with Tukan K 
cranes has the advantage that several Tukans can be 
lined up close to one another, as they do not have to 
turn. More Tukan K cranes can be used on a ship than 
comparable slewing or mobile cranes. As a result ter-
minals with short quays can be upgraded into high-
performance operations and, as with short distances, 
a short lay time saves a lot of money. 

To reduce the time lost by changing grabs, Ardelt has 
developed a grab-filling optimisation system. This en-
sures that the grab is always filled to the right level for 
the density of the bulk cargo involved. This prevents 
the crane shutting down due to overload and means 
you no longer have to switch between different sizes 
of grab. 

THE TUKAN K: EQUALLING SHIP UNLOADERS
With a handling rate of around 2,000 tonnes per hour 
the Tukan K can easily keep up with ship unloaders, 
yet its investment cost is only around 70% and its 
operating costs are also much lower. 

The Tukan K offers the shortest possible load path 
combined with perfect landside logistics and ultimate 
performance within a small footprint. 

Categorised as A8, the Tukan K is our premium model 
and is the senior member of Ardelt’s Tukan product 
family. 

6 Perfect logistics and the shortest load paths with Tukan K cranes 6 Ideal visibility on the Tukan K 6 Tukan K cranes handling goods at Brunsbüttel/Germany 6  Tukan B with high gantry: handling coal with a grab

6 The Pelikan: balanced across its entire working range 

6 Life-cycle costs compared
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Ardelt has developed efficient dust protection systems 
for bulk handling. We offer a simple, but effective 
mechanical system for inhibiting dust, as well as active 
filter systems and spray mist systems.

FOR A LONG AND EFFICIENT LIFETIME 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
The Tukan B is an eco-friendly, economical bulk crane. 
We use the highest-quality components and very high-
grade steel structure and drives, guaranteeing that your 
acquisition will last for a long time and require little main-
tenance. Return on investment is quickly achieved.

8 KONDOR: SERVICE-FRIENDLY 
AND LONG-LASTING

The Kondor has a double jib combined with a block col-
umn. It is designed for locations where cranes have to 
be especially service-friendly. This applies, for instance, 
to areas in which there are fewer assembly cranes. 
What is special about the Kondor is that even after dec-
ades of carrying loads, the bearings on the rotating part 
of the block column can be replaced without disman-
tling the entire rotating mechanism – and this can be 
done without using an assembly crane. 

More than 3,000 double jib level slewing cranes are 
currently in use – a number which speaks for itself.
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of bounce, swing or cable (field) rotation. The crane 
operator enjoys the best possible view of the load, the 
vessel and the quay. It is easy to pick up loads quickly 
and precisely, and put them down again with great ac-
curacy. Tasks couldn’t be easier for crane operators. 

THE TUKAN SAVES MONEY
Ardelt has integrated more clever features into the 
Tukan’s concept: its counterweight compensation 
system. Its four-part boom system is combined with 
a mobile counterweight which moves along an arc. 
When the outreach changes, the counterweight pro-
vides dead-weight compensation. The centre of gravity 
of the jib system remains near to the axis of rotation in 
every position and minimises load on the slewing joint. 
The effect of dead-weight compensation also reduces 
stress on the luffing mechanism. Both of these fea-
tures mean minimal wear and reduced cost.

VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL
With its modular building-block concept, the Tukan 
offers numerous possibilities and advantages. This 
concept encompasses various different gantries, lift-
ing mechanisms and boom systems, load suspension 
devices and much more. Equipped with a high gantry, 
it is easy to drive under, and a rail-mounted chassis 
allows it to move under full load without outriggers. Its 
load suspension devices are quick to change and the 
Tukan adapts perfectly to the ambient infrastructure 
and the tasks given to it.

MULTIPURPOSE AND GENERAL CARGO 
HANDLING. THE TUKAN M: THE VERSATILITY 
OF A DOUBLE JIB CRANE.

Multipurpose and general cargo handling are primary 
tasks in global goods handling. Multipurpose solutions 
are a requirement at any successful terminal – adap-
tation to the existing infrastructure is essential. 

8 TUKAN M

The Tukan M (Multipurpose) is our professional 
all-rounder crane for efficient, versatile and reliable 
handling. 

SHORT AND QUICK – THE IDEAL LOAD PATH
Ardelt invented the double jib principle for level luffing 
cranes in 1932. Since then, the company has built 
thousands of cranes based on that principle and has 
continued to develop it. The Tukan’s double jib luffing 
system is the basis of its outstanding handling perform-
ance. It guarantees that the boom tip always remains 
at the same height and always close to the load, while 
achieving an almost horizontal load path. This it does 
purely mechanically, whatever the load. The lifting mech-
anism does not perform any additional, unwanted move-
ments. This in turn saves lifting-mechanism energy. A 
crane could not be more efficient in the way it works.

THE CRANE FOR CRANE OPERATORS
Because of the geometry of the double jib, the cable 
between the boom tip and the load is extremely short. 
Thanks to a broad base, the cable is optimally routed, 
giving the crane operator the best possible control. A 
Tukan’s load remains stable with an absolute minimum 

SHIPBUILDING.
THE KRANICH: FOR BIG MOVEMENTS.

Cranes operating at the world’s shipyards have to adapt 
to the requirements of each location. Ardelt offers its 
shipyard cranes in a number of different versions to 
meet specific customer demands – the efficient double 
jib cranes as well as lightweight single jib models. 

8 KRANICH: FLYING HIGH

The Kranich is Ardelt’s all-rounder for the shipbuilding 
industry. It is a lightweight crane, which means it can 
be used on crane tracks that cannot withstand a lot of 
load. As an all-rounder it can be fitted with all kinds of 
load suspension devices: as well as the hooks typical of 
shipyards, it can carry a spreader and a lifting magnet. 
The Kranich plays a big role in shipbuilding, mastering 
extreme lifting heights and long reaches – crucial as 
vessels are getting bigger every year. 
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CRANES FROM ARDELT FOR 
PROFESSIONAL BULK HANDLING.   
WHEN EVERY CENT PER TONNE MATTERS. 

In bulk handling it is the efficiency of a crane that is 
crucial: in other words, how quickly can bulk goods be 
trans-shipped and at what cost? Environmental 
protection is also playing an ever greater role. Dust 
emissions have to be avoided and energy-saving 
methods are preferred. 

8 TUKAN B

The Tukan B (Bulk) is Ardelt’s durable, efficient double 
jib crane designed especially for bulk goods, but not 
without the benefits of the Tukan M.  

THE ECO-FRIENDLY, ENERGY-SAVING CRANE
Ardelt employs fully electrical drive concepts. The com-
bination of the efficient double jib principle and fully 
electric drive engineering guarantees a high level of 
efficiency and the lowest possible maintenance levels. 
An innovative energy management system makes an 
excellent addition to this combination, enabling the 
Tukan to either utilise the energy generated by the 
lowering and braking processes itself to feed it directly 
back into the mains. A Tukan is especially economical. 
Its fully electrical drive concept means less mainte-
nance and no harmful hydraulic oil. This energy-saving 
crane can save up to 30% compared to electrical 
systems without energy feedback. Diesel-driven slewing 
cranes need as much as 500% more energy. The crane 
is extremely quiet and produces no exhaust emission. 

Not every solution and not every kind of handling de-
mands a cable crane. A handling device which can 
transmit force directly between the arm and load sus-
pension device is especially useful if you need to 
squeeze or press goods. 

8 PELIKAN: PRECISION BENEFITS

The Pelikan is a handling system for bulk goods that 
have to be compressed and for goods that have to be 
positioned quickly and very accurately. It is a balancer 
handling system that Ardelt offers for low to medium 
handling rates of 200 to 800 tonnes per hour and for 
unit handling weights of between 4 and 25 tonnes.

The great advantage of the Pelikan is the direct mechan-
ical connection between the jib system and the grab. 
This means there is none of the swinging experienced 
with cable cranes, in addition the grab can be utilised 
to compress material. This is essential when it comes 
to handling goods such as scrap. The Pelikan can move 
more scrap per cycle than other cranes. It is also ideal 
for loading and unloading bulky logs. Logs can be pos-
itioned accurately with the Pelikan and narrow pas-
sages don’t present a problem.

SAVE ON BALANCE
Ardelt utilises a balancer principle for the Pelikan in 
which the jib’s own mass is balanced by a mechan-
ically coupled counterweight – entirely independently 
of the position of the boom tip. Energy is needed only 
for the movement itself – holding the boom system in 
place does not require any additional energy. This kind 
of balanced system requires less drive power and is 
an intelligent investment. 

6 Double jib level luffing cranes at Blohm + Voss shipyard in Hamburg/Germany   6 The Kranich in action at a shipyard 6 Tukan with an asymmetrical gantry

8 TUKAN S: ACCURATE HANDLING

The Tukan S (Shipyard) guarantees precision handling 
on account of its double jib principle with short cables 
and only minimal pendulum swing. Its positional 
accuracy makes it ideal for handling material and com-
ponents that have to be set down with great accuracy 
– as is the case in shipbuilding. 

The Tukan S differs from the Tukan M, B and K on 
account of its lighter construction and shipyard-com-
patible design, its working speeds suited to assembly 
and its optional auxiliary hoist.

The auxiliary hoist allows quick work under partial loads 
and enables the crane operator to align a component 
perfectly while still in the air and to turn smaller parts. 

The Pelikan has a mechanical hybrid system and 
an electro-hydraulic drive system, making it a highly 
efficient device. We employ electrical drive concepts, 
meaning our systems are exhaust-free and quiet as 
well as eco-friendly. 

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE
The Pelikan is an outstanding multipurpose system 
which can be adapted to a wide range of require-
ments, not only in terms of the load-carrying devices 
it can use but also in the choice of gantry and base. 

The Pelikan benefits from the diverse range of mod-
ules available for our slewing cranes, as well as other 
devices made by Kranunion. We can offer the Pelikan 
on caterpillar tracks, gantries, pedestals and other 
types of support. 

6 Load suspension devices

spreader beam cable grab motor grab

lifting magnet fixed or telescopic 
spreader

turning gear

6 Double jib principle: short cable length, reduced pendulum swinging

6 The Pelikan at work6 Different types of gantry for the Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: PURE EFFICIENCY

The Tukan K is the solution for bulk handling. With a 
handling rate of up to 2,000 tonnes per hour and the 
lowest cost per tonne, it is a bulk-handling pro with an 
integrated hopper. 

SHORT DISTANCES SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The integrated hopper has a key advantage in bulk 
handling: it provides the shortest possible path be-
tween the vessel and the hopper. Short distances 
save time and money. That also applies of course to 
the bulk goods onward progress when it is taken 
away on the quay. 

The Tukan K’s short load path, defined by its double jib, 
and the hopper integrated into its high gantry com-
bine perfectly for efficient bulk handling. The Tukan K 
picks up the goods in the vessel and transports them 
into its hopper mounted out front. This means that the 
Tukan K does not need to turn. This is much less tiring 
for the crane operator who can always see the grab 
perfectly. Because there is no more slewing move-
ment, the stresses such movements generate are 
eliminated. This is good for the Tukan’s lifespan.

THE CRANE FOR OPERATORS
Its high gantry with hopper is ideal for an unrestricted 
logistical process on the quay. Mobile port cranes with 
outriggers, by comparison, block wharfage and tie up 
valuable space. The Tukan gantry crane with hopper 
provides uninhibited access for trains, trucks and simi-
lar traffic, which is hugely convenient when it comes to 
carrying away bulk goods by the shortest and quickest 
route. 

As well as enjoying extremely fast handling and direct 
outwards transport, a terminal equipped with Tukan K 
cranes has the advantage that several Tukans can be 
lined up close to one another, as they do not have to 
turn. More Tukan K cranes can be used on a ship than 
comparable slewing or mobile cranes. As a result ter-
minals with short quays can be upgraded into high-
performance operations and, as with short distances, 
a short lay time saves a lot of money. 

To reduce the time lost by changing grabs, Ardelt has 
developed a grab-filling optimisation system. This en-
sures that the grab is always filled to the right level for 
the density of the bulk cargo involved. This prevents 
the crane shutting down due to overload and means 
you no longer have to switch between different sizes 
of grab. 

THE TUKAN K: EQUALLING SHIP UNLOADERS
With a handling rate of around 2,000 tonnes per hour 
the Tukan K can easily keep up with ship unloaders, 
yet its investment cost is only around 70% and its 
operating costs are also much lower. 

The Tukan K offers the shortest possible load path 
combined with perfect landside logistics and ultimate 
performance within a small footprint. 

Categorised as A8, the Tukan K is our premium model 
and is the senior member of Ardelt’s Tukan product 
family. 

6 Perfect logistics and the shortest load paths with Tukan K cranes 6 Ideal visibility on the Tukan K 6 Tukan K cranes handling goods at Brunsbüttel/Germany 6  Tukan B with high gantry: handling coal with a grab

6 The Pelikan: balanced across its entire working range 

6 Life-cycle costs compared
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Ardelt has developed efficient dust protection systems 
for bulk handling. We offer a simple, but effective 
mechanical system for inhibiting dust, as well as active 
filter systems and spray mist systems.

FOR A LONG AND EFFICIENT LIFETIME 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
The Tukan B is an eco-friendly, economical bulk crane. 
We use the highest-quality components and very high-
grade steel structure and drives, guaranteeing that your 
acquisition will last for a long time and require little main-
tenance. Return on investment is quickly achieved.

8 KONDOR: SERVICE-FRIENDLY 
AND LONG-LASTING

The Kondor has a double jib combined with a block col-
umn. It is designed for locations where cranes have to 
be especially service-friendly. This applies, for instance, 
to areas in which there are fewer assembly cranes. 
What is special about the Kondor is that even after dec-
ades of carrying loads, the bearings on the rotating part 
of the block column can be replaced without disman-
tling the entire rotating mechanism – and this can be 
done without using an assembly crane. 

More than 3,000 double jib level slewing cranes are 
currently in use – a number which speaks for itself.

ARDELT
PORT AND SHIPYARD

XL EFFICIENCY



 

of bounce, swing or cable (field) rotation. The crane 
operator enjoys the best possible view of the load, the 
vessel and the quay. It is easy to pick up loads quickly 
and precisely, and put them down again with great ac-
curacy. Tasks couldn’t be easier for crane operators. 

THE TUKAN SAVES MONEY
Ardelt has integrated more clever features into the 
Tukan’s concept: its counterweight compensation 
system. Its four-part boom system is combined with 
a mobile counterweight which moves along an arc. 
When the outreach changes, the counterweight pro-
vides dead-weight compensation. The centre of gravity 
of the jib system remains near to the axis of rotation in 
every position and minimises load on the slewing joint. 
The effect of dead-weight compensation also reduces 
stress on the luffing mechanism. Both of these fea-
tures mean minimal wear and reduced cost.

VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL
With its modular building-block concept, the Tukan 
offers numerous possibilities and advantages. This 
concept encompasses various different gantries, lift-
ing mechanisms and boom systems, load suspension 
devices and much more. Equipped with a high gantry, 
it is easy to drive under, and a rail-mounted chassis 
allows it to move under full load without outriggers. Its 
load suspension devices are quick to change and the 
Tukan adapts perfectly to the ambient infrastructure 
and the tasks given to it.

MULTIPURPOSE AND GENERAL CARGO 
HANDLING. THE TUKAN M: THE VERSATILITY 
OF A DOUBLE JIB CRANE.

Multipurpose and general cargo handling are primary 
tasks in global goods handling. Multipurpose solutions 
are a requirement at any successful terminal – adap-
tation to the existing infrastructure is essential. 

8 TUKAN M

The Tukan M (Multipurpose) is our professional 
all-rounder crane for efficient, versatile and reliable 
handling. 

SHORT AND QUICK – THE IDEAL LOAD PATH
Ardelt invented the double jib principle for level luffing 
cranes in 1932. Since then, the company has built 
thousands of cranes based on that principle and has 
continued to develop it. The Tukan’s double jib luffing 
system is the basis of its outstanding handling perform-
ance. It guarantees that the boom tip always remains 
at the same height and always close to the load, while 
achieving an almost horizontal load path. This it does 
purely mechanically, whatever the load. The lifting mech-
anism does not perform any additional, unwanted move-
ments. This in turn saves lifting-mechanism energy. A 
crane could not be more efficient in the way it works.

THE CRANE FOR CRANE OPERATORS
Because of the geometry of the double jib, the cable 
between the boom tip and the load is extremely short. 
Thanks to a broad base, the cable is optimally routed, 
giving the crane operator the best possible control. A 
Tukan’s load remains stable with an absolute minimum 

SHIPBUILDING.
THE KRANICH: FOR BIG MOVEMENTS.

Cranes operating at the world’s shipyards have to adapt 
to the requirements of each location. Ardelt offers its 
shipyard cranes in a number of different versions to 
meet specific customer demands – the efficient double 
jib cranes as well as lightweight single jib models. 

8 KRANICH: FLYING HIGH

The Kranich is Ardelt’s all-rounder for the shipbuilding 
industry. It is a lightweight crane, which means it can 
be used on crane tracks that cannot withstand a lot of 
load. As an all-rounder it can be fitted with all kinds of 
load suspension devices: as well as the hooks typical of 
shipyards, it can carry a spreader and a lifting magnet. 
The Kranich plays a big role in shipbuilding, mastering 
extreme lifting heights and long reaches – crucial as 
vessels are getting bigger every year. 

CONTACT

PHONE +49 (0)33 34. 62 0
FAX  +49 (0)33 34. 62 21 21
E-MAIL INFO@ARDELT.DE
WWW  ARDELT.DE
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  HEEGERMÜHLER STRASSE 64
  16225 EBERSWALDE
  GERMANY

CRANES FROM ARDELT FOR 
PROFESSIONAL BULK HANDLING.   
WHEN EVERY CENT PER TONNE MATTERS. 

In bulk handling it is the efficiency of a crane that is 
crucial: in other words, how quickly can bulk goods be 
trans-shipped and at what cost? Environmental 
protection is also playing an ever greater role. Dust 
emissions have to be avoided and energy-saving 
methods are preferred. 

8 TUKAN B

The Tukan B (Bulk) is Ardelt’s durable, efficient double 
jib crane designed especially for bulk goods, but not 
without the benefits of the Tukan M.  

THE ECO-FRIENDLY, ENERGY-SAVING CRANE
Ardelt employs fully electrical drive concepts. The com-
bination of the efficient double jib principle and fully 
electric drive engineering guarantees a high level of 
efficiency and the lowest possible maintenance levels. 
An innovative energy management system makes an 
excellent addition to this combination, enabling the 
Tukan to either utilise the energy generated by the 
lowering and braking processes itself to feed it directly 
back into the mains. A Tukan is especially economical. 
Its fully electrical drive concept means less mainte-
nance and no harmful hydraulic oil. This energy-saving 
crane can save up to 30% compared to electrical 
systems without energy feedback. Diesel-driven slewing 
cranes need as much as 500% more energy. The crane 
is extremely quiet and produces no exhaust emission. 

Not every solution and not every kind of handling de-
mands a cable crane. A handling device which can 
transmit force directly between the arm and load sus-
pension device is especially useful if you need to 
squeeze or press goods. 

8 PELIKAN: PRECISION BENEFITS

The Pelikan is a handling system for bulk goods that 
have to be compressed and for goods that have to be 
positioned quickly and very accurately. It is a balancer 
handling system that Ardelt offers for low to medium 
handling rates of 200 to 800 tonnes per hour and for 
unit handling weights of between 4 and 25 tonnes.

The great advantage of the Pelikan is the direct mechan-
ical connection between the jib system and the grab. 
This means there is none of the swinging experienced 
with cable cranes, in addition the grab can be utilised 
to compress material. This is essential when it comes 
to handling goods such as scrap. The Pelikan can move 
more scrap per cycle than other cranes. It is also ideal 
for loading and unloading bulky logs. Logs can be pos-
itioned accurately with the Pelikan and narrow pas-
sages don’t present a problem.

SAVE ON BALANCE
Ardelt utilises a balancer principle for the Pelikan in 
which the jib’s own mass is balanced by a mechan-
ically coupled counterweight – entirely independently 
of the position of the boom tip. Energy is needed only 
for the movement itself – holding the boom system in 
place does not require any additional energy. This kind 
of balanced system requires less drive power and is 
an intelligent investment. 

6 Double jib level luffing cranes at Blohm + Voss shipyard in Hamburg/Germany   6 The Kranich in action at a shipyard 6 Tukan with an asymmetrical gantry

8 TUKAN S: ACCURATE HANDLING

The Tukan S (Shipyard) guarantees precision handling 
on account of its double jib principle with short cables 
and only minimal pendulum swing. Its positional 
accuracy makes it ideal for handling material and com-
ponents that have to be set down with great accuracy 
– as is the case in shipbuilding. 

The Tukan S differs from the Tukan M, B and K on 
account of its lighter construction and shipyard-com-
patible design, its working speeds suited to assembly 
and its optional auxiliary hoist.

The auxiliary hoist allows quick work under partial loads 
and enables the crane operator to align a component 
perfectly while still in the air and to turn smaller parts. 

The Pelikan has a mechanical hybrid system and 
an electro-hydraulic drive system, making it a highly 
efficient device. We employ electrical drive concepts, 
meaning our systems are exhaust-free and quiet as 
well as eco-friendly. 

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE
The Pelikan is an outstanding multipurpose system 
which can be adapted to a wide range of require-
ments, not only in terms of the load-carrying devices 
it can use but also in the choice of gantry and base. 

The Pelikan benefits from the diverse range of mod-
ules available for our slewing cranes, as well as other 
devices made by Kranunion. We can offer the Pelikan 
on caterpillar tracks, gantries, pedestals and other 
types of support. 

6 Load suspension devices

spreader beam cable grab motor grab

lifting magnet fixed or telescopic 
spreader

turning gear

6 Double jib principle: short cable length, reduced pendulum swinging

6 The Pelikan at work6 Different types of gantry for the Pelikan

8 TUKAN K: PURE EFFICIENCY

The Tukan K is the solution for bulk handling. With a 
handling rate of up to 2,000 tonnes per hour and the 
lowest cost per tonne, it is a bulk-handling pro with an 
integrated hopper. 

SHORT DISTANCES SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The integrated hopper has a key advantage in bulk 
handling: it provides the shortest possible path be-
tween the vessel and the hopper. Short distances 
save time and money. That also applies of course to 
the bulk goods onward progress when it is taken 
away on the quay. 

The Tukan K’s short load path, defined by its double jib, 
and the hopper integrated into its high gantry com-
bine perfectly for efficient bulk handling. The Tukan K 
picks up the goods in the vessel and transports them 
into its hopper mounted out front. This means that the 
Tukan K does not need to turn. This is much less tiring 
for the crane operator who can always see the grab 
perfectly. Because there is no more slewing move-
ment, the stresses such movements generate are 
eliminated. This is good for the Tukan’s lifespan.

THE CRANE FOR OPERATORS
Its high gantry with hopper is ideal for an unrestricted 
logistical process on the quay. Mobile port cranes with 
outriggers, by comparison, block wharfage and tie up 
valuable space. The Tukan gantry crane with hopper 
provides uninhibited access for trains, trucks and simi-
lar traffic, which is hugely convenient when it comes to 
carrying away bulk goods by the shortest and quickest 
route. 

As well as enjoying extremely fast handling and direct 
outwards transport, a terminal equipped with Tukan K 
cranes has the advantage that several Tukans can be 
lined up close to one another, as they do not have to 
turn. More Tukan K cranes can be used on a ship than 
comparable slewing or mobile cranes. As a result ter-
minals with short quays can be upgraded into high-
performance operations and, as with short distances, 
a short lay time saves a lot of money. 

To reduce the time lost by changing grabs, Ardelt has 
developed a grab-filling optimisation system. This en-
sures that the grab is always filled to the right level for 
the density of the bulk cargo involved. This prevents 
the crane shutting down due to overload and means 
you no longer have to switch between different sizes 
of grab. 

THE TUKAN K: EQUALLING SHIP UNLOADERS
With a handling rate of around 2,000 tonnes per hour 
the Tukan K can easily keep up with ship unloaders, 
yet its investment cost is only around 70% and its 
operating costs are also much lower. 

The Tukan K offers the shortest possible load path 
combined with perfect landside logistics and ultimate 
performance within a small footprint. 

Categorised as A8, the Tukan K is our premium model 
and is the senior member of Ardelt’s Tukan product 
family. 

6 Perfect logistics and the shortest load paths with Tukan K cranes 6 Ideal visibility on the Tukan K 6 Tukan K cranes handling goods at Brunsbüttel/Germany 6  Tukan B with high gantry: handling coal with a grab

6 The Pelikan: balanced across its entire working range 

6 Life-cycle costs compared
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Ardelt has developed efficient dust protection systems 
for bulk handling. We offer a simple, but effective 
mechanical system for inhibiting dust, as well as active 
filter systems and spray mist systems.

FOR A LONG AND EFFICIENT LIFETIME 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
The Tukan B is an eco-friendly, economical bulk crane. 
We use the highest-quality components and very high-
grade steel structure and drives, guaranteeing that your 
acquisition will last for a long time and require little main-
tenance. Return on investment is quickly achieved.

8 KONDOR: SERVICE-FRIENDLY 
AND LONG-LASTING

The Kondor has a double jib combined with a block col-
umn. It is designed for locations where cranes have to 
be especially service-friendly. This applies, for instance, 
to areas in which there are fewer assembly cranes. 
What is special about the Kondor is that even after dec-
ades of carrying loads, the bearings on the rotating part 
of the block column can be replaced without disman-
tling the entire rotating mechanism – and this can be 
done without using an assembly crane. 

More than 3,000 double jib level slewing cranes are 
currently in use – a number which speaks for itself.
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